
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA DIVISION 
 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP, 

and 

TAIWAN SCOTT, on behalf of himself and all 
other similarly situated persons, 

                                          Plaintiffs, 

                    v. 

HENRY D. MCMASTER, in his official 
capacity as Governor of South Carolina; 
THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, in his official 
capacity as President of the Senate; LUKE A. 
RANKIN, in his official capacity as Chairman 
of the Senate Judiciary Committee; JAMES H. 
LUCAS, in his official capacity as Speaker of 
the House of Representatives; CHRIS 
MURPHY, in his official capacity as Chairman 
of the House of Representatives Judiciary 
Committee; WALLACE H. JORDAN, in his 
official capacity as Chairman of the House of 
Representatives Elections Law Subcommittee; 
HOWARD KNAPP, in his official capacity as 
interim Executive Director of the South 
Carolina State Election Commission; JOHN 
WELLS, Chair, JOANNE DAY, CLIFFORD 
J. EDLER, LINDA MCCALL, and SCOTT 
MOSELEY, in their official capacities as 
members of the South Carolina Election 
Commission, 

                                          Defendants. 

 

Civil Action No. 3:21-cv-03302-JMC-TJH-
RMG 

 

RESPONSE TO MOTION TO COMPEL 
BY DEFENDANTS JAMES H. LUCAS, 
CHRIS MURPHY, AND WALLACE H. 

JORDAN 

 

 
Defendants James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the South Carolina House 

of Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as Chairman of the South Carolina 

House of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and Wallace H. Jordan (in his official capacity as 
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Chairman of the South Carolina House of Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) 

(collectively, the “House Defendants”), by and through undersigned counsel, hereby respectfully 

submit this Response to Motion to Compel (“Motion”) filed by Plaintiffs The South Carolina State 

Conference of the NAACP (“SC NAACP”) and Taiwan Scott, on behalf of himself and all other 

similarly situated persons (“Plaintiff Scott”) (collectively at times, “Plaintiffs”). For the reasons 

set forth herein, Plaintiffs’ Motion should be denied.  

INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel (ECF No. 119) is both improper and unsupported by the facts 

or case precedent. Beginning with its Introduction, Plaintiffs offer misinformation while 

withholding crucial details in the request for relief from this Court. As will be more specifically 

detailed herein, Plaintiffs misstate the position of the parties on the issue of legislative privilege, 

fail to fully disclose the timing and extent of discovery to date, and misrepresent the consultations 

the preceded the surprise filing.  

As aptly noted in Governor Henry D. McMaster’s Motion to Dismiss nearly three months 

ago (ECF No. 61), litigation challenging legislative redistricting has become commonplace; so 

commonplace that Plaintiffs in this case have suggested that the process of redistricting itself 

should factor in a time period to litigate maps as a matter of course. (ECF No. 1, ¶ 18). While the 

pursuit of such litigation has become commonplace, judicial intervention certainly has not—as 

suggested by Plaintiffs—been “needed” so much as has been invoked. It is a fundamental truth 

and foundation of American democracy that the very process of redistricting is an undeniably 

political one. “From the very outset, we recognized that the apportionment task, dealing as it must 

with fundamental ‘choices about the nature of representation,’ is primarily a political and 

legislative process.” Gaffney v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735, 749 (1973) (quoting Burns v. 
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Richardson, 384 U.S. 73, 92 (1966); citing Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 586 (1964)). 

Inexplicably, though Plaintiffs repeatedly criticized the alleged undue delay by the South Carolina 

Senate and House of Representatives in adopting a redistricting plan following release of the 2020 

Census data by the U.S. Census Bureau (ECF No. 1, ¶¶ 6, 8. 10, 11, 15), and demanded federal 

judicial oversight at the earliest point so as not to further infringe alleged constitutional rights (ECF 

No. 1, ¶¶ 73-79), Plaintiffs have failed to pursue the discovery rights afforded in this case in a 

timely manner that is cognizant of the Court’s ordered schedule. See (ECF No. 97). 

In this case at bar, Plaintiffs have asked the Court to find that 27 of the 124 House Districts 

established by the enactment of H. 4493, which was approved by the House of Representatives, 

the Senate, and signed into law by Governor McMaster on December 10, 2021, are 

unconstitutional gerrymanders on the basis of race1. (ECF No. 84). In pursuit of these claims, 

Plaintiffs have served very broad (nearly limitless) discovery demands on all Defendants, and fact 

witness depositions have commenced as of February 4, 2022, with the deposition of Brenda 

Murphy, President of Plaintiff SC NAACP. On the eve of the depositions planned two currently 

serving Representatives and after having coordinated the Saturday availability for the General 

Counsel of the House of Representatives, Plaintiffs manufactured a “disagreement” as to 

legislative privilege and cancelled the depositions, notwithstanding their complete failure to follow 

the discovery rules and engage counsel in consultation on the Motion prior to filing. As 

demonstrated herein, Plaintiffs’ Motion is improperly asserted and fundamentally unsound, such 

that denial is clearly warranted. 

                                                 
1 Plaintiffs repeatedly reference their Second Amended Complaint that was submitted to this Court 
by Motion to Amend (ECF No. 84) on February 1, 2022, to which the Governor has objected (ECF 
No. 117). To date there has been no ruling on Plaintiffs’ Motion and the operative pleading remains 
the First Amended Complaint (ECF No. 84).  
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RELEVANT FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

On October 12, 2021, the South Carolina State Conference of the NAACP and Taiwan 

Scott, on behalf of himself and all other similarly situated persons, filed their Complaint in this 

Court alleging three causes of action: (1) congressional malapportionment in violation of Article 

I, § 2 of the United States Constitution; (2) legislative malapportionment in violation of the 

Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution; and (3) deprivation of the freedom of 

association in violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution. 

(ECF No. 1). Following appointment of a Three-Judge Panel on December 16, 2021 (ECF No. 

76), a status conference was convened on December 22, 2021 to address, among other things, the 

manner and means by which efficiency could be brought to bear on the many tasks necessary to 

prepare this case for trial in the near term. 

On December 23, 2021, Plaintiffs filed their Amended Complaint, alleging three causes of 

action: (1) racial gerrymandering in violation of Article I, § 2 of the United States Constitution; 

(2) intentional discrimination in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution; and (3) deprivation of the freedom of association in violation of the First and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. (ECF No. 84). A full two weeks later, 

on January 7, 2022, Plaintiffs served their First Requests for Production and First Set of 

Interrogatories to all Defendants, followed by a Second Set of Interrogatories on January 13, 2022. 

Pursuant to the Joint 26(f) Report and in recognition of the very truncated timeline for discovery 

in this case, objections and responses must be served within 10 business days. (ECF No. 109). 

House Defendants timely served their written responses (Exhibit A) and began a rolling document 

production on January 24, 2022, with additional productions made on January 25, January 27, 

January 28, and February 1, 2022. Exhibit B (House Defs’ production letters). To date, House 
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Defendants have produced approximately 4,500 documents and files Bates labeled 

SC_HOUSE_0000001 to SC_HOUSE_0062043. By brief comparison, Plaintiffs offered written 

objections and some responses to House Defendants’ requests for admission, interrogatories, and 

requests for production on February 2, 2022, but failed to produce a single document on the date 

due and failed to provide a privilege log (preliminary or otherwise). Exhibit C (Pls’ Resp. to Req. 

for Prod.). Late on February 3, 20222, Plaintiffs produced approximately 400 pages of documents 

(half of which were duplicates), with no identification of the corresponding responsive request 

and—still—no privilege log. Exhibit D (C. Bryant e-mails, 2/3/22). 

The very high speed with which this matter must be prepared for trial has been 

acknowledged by all parties, and the discovery period is a matter of weeks, not months.3 If candid 

with the Court, Plaintiffs’ counsel should concede and agree that House Defendants have worked 

diligently to propose agreements where possible and proactively pursued opportunities to 

minimize discovery burdens through consensus in lieu of motion practice. For example, at the 

suggestion of House Defendants, the parties entered a joint stipulation agreeing to forgo the 

formality of records custodians (ECF No. 113) and modified deposition procedures to minimize 

disruption and delay (ECF No. 118). House Defendants also initiated the circulation of a proposed 

confidentiality order, incorporating Plaintiffs’ proposed edits without objection. See (ECF No. 

122). Although the confidentiality agreement was not yet entered by the time discovery responses 

                                                 
2 Notably, the production came less than 16 hours before House Defendants have been scheduled 
to commence the deposition of Brenda Murphy, President of Plaintiff SC NAACP. 
 
3 To this point, House Defendants file this response within forty-eight hours of the surprise filing 
from Plaintiffs, which is the truncated timeline set forth in the Joint 26(f) Report. Given this short 
time for responding to such a significant discovery issue, House Defendants reserve the right to 
offer further evidence and argument in opposition to the relief sought by Plaintiffs, including by 
way of affidavit testimony. 
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were due, House Defendants nonetheless began producing documents to Plaintiffs. Inexplicably, 

Plaintiffs did not do the same. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(2)(C) provides that “[u]nless otherwise limited by 

court order, the scope of discovery is as follows: Parties may obtain discovery regarding any non-

privileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or defense and proportional to the needs of 

the case, considering the importance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, 

the parties relative access to relevant information, the parties resources, the importance of the 

discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery 

outweighs its likely benefit.”  

“While the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not define relevance, the Federal Rules of 

Evidence do, as ‘evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of 

consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be 

without the evidence.’” United Oil Co., Inc. v. Parts Assoc., Inc., 227 F.R.D.404, 409 (D. Md. 

2005) (quoting Fed.R.Evid. 401). “The commentary to the 2000 amendments to Fed.R.Civ.P. 26 

admonishes courts to focus on the actual claims and defenses involved in the action in determining 

relevance.” Id. at 410 (quotation omitted). The scope and conduct of discovery are both within the 

sound discretion of the district court. See Columbus-Am. Discovery Grp. v. Atl. Mut. Ins. Co., 56 

F. 3d 556, 568 n. 16 (4th Cir. 1995) (citing Erdmann v. Preferred Research, Inc. of Georgia, 852 

F.2d 788 (4th Cir. 1988). 
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DISCUSSION 

A. Plaintiffs’ Failure to Consult Should be Fatal to the Motion 

Plaintiffs’ Motion is at best inadequate in describing the events surrounding and 

immediately preceding its filing. First and foremost, it was at the behest of the Senate Defendants 

that a telephone consultation was held among the parties on January 26, 2022, to discuss a myriad 

of issues such as “scheduling, depositions, discovery issues, and any other topics necessary to 

move the case forward.” See Exhibit E, L. Traywick e-mail of 1/23/22. House Defendants in 

response specifically asked the issue of privilege be discussed during the call. See id. at M. Moore 

e-mail of 1/24/22. Despite this specific request to discuss the issue of privilege in advance of the 

call, Plaintiffs asserted for the first time during the January 26, 2022, conference that a discussion 

of privilege could not be held because the attorney on the file with knowledge of the issue was not 

in attendance on the call.4 Thereafter, Plaintiffs circulated available times for this discussion, the 

earliest of which was five days later. Exhibit F, G. Colarusso e-mail of 1/27/22. House Defendants 

made themselves available at the first opportunity offered, which was February 1, 2022. 

Also glaringly omitted from Plaintiffs’ background recitation is the fact that House 

Defendants’ privilege log was specifically discussed during the January 26, 2022 call. Indeed, 

when Plaintiffs’ counsel noted his observation that House Defendants had not produced a privilege 

log with the written responses and initial productions, counsel for House Defendants explained 

that in his experience and practice a privilege log was not provided until completion of a rolling 

production. Whether right or wrong and even if reasonable minds differ, at no point during the 

                                                 
4 This claim was peculiar given that at least 23 attorneys have appeared as counsel for Plaintiffs in 
this proceeding, and two of the primary lawyers leading this litigation and similar litigation across 
the country, for NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund (Leah Aden) and American Civil 
Liberties Union (Somil Trivedi), were both on the January 26, 2022, counsel call. 
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January 26, 2022 discussion did Plaintiffs request or suggest a preliminary privilege log from 

House Defendants. It is arguably disingenuous of Plaintiffs to overlook this fact, as well as the fact 

that it was agreed to by Plaintiffs during the subsequent call on February 1, 2022, that House 

Defendants would provide a preliminary privilege log by Friday, February 4, 2022. Despite not 

having asked for a privilege log during the rolling production, and in facts agreeing to House 

Defendants’ offer to provide a preliminary one within three days, Plaintiffs’ Motion instead 

summarily tells the Court: “This date is too late.” (ECF No. 119, p. 7). 

Also concerning about the Plaintiffs’ portrayal of the discussions held on January 26 and 

February 1 is the false representations made about House Defendants’ position on legislative 

privilege and the complete disregard of Plaintiffs’ obligation to consult in good faith before filing 

the Motion with the Court. See Local Civ. Rule 7.02 (D.S.C.). While it is true the parties were able 

to discuss legislative privilege during the February 1 call, Plaintiffs have entirely ignored 

Defendants’ position that the burden is on Plaintiffs to address the properly interposed objections 

on breadth, burden, scope and proportionality. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b) (limiting discovery to 

“nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or defense and proportional to the needs 

of the case”). Instead, Plaintiffs suggested the threshold objections were “just general” and 

proceeded to poll the Defendants5 on “categories of information” for which legislative privilege 

or immunity could possibly be claimed—and in doing so expressly stated the questions sought 

                                                 
5 For further context, Attorney Leah Aden questioned Defendants’ counsel on four general 
categories of documents or information “to get a sense” of their position on privilege: (1) public 
testimony, statements, and comments in support of or opposition to proposed maps; (2) publicly 
released documents, studies, reports, other materials not draft form; (3) opinions on process or 
procedures that may be asked of deponents—both legislators and legislative aides; and (4) earlier 
preclearance process, documents from earlier redistricting cycles. In every regard, the only “hard 
line” taken by House Defendants was, “If it’s public, it’s not privileged.” 
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informal and unofficial response—indeed, Plaintiffs’ counsel stated words to the effect of, “we 

won’t hold you to it.” That was apparently quite false. 

Instead, it is apparent Plaintiffs engaged in subterfuge during the discussion given the 

allegations of the Motion, with the “informal poll” translating to formal “positions” according to 

Plaintiffs. (ECF No. 119, pp. 6-8). It should not escape notice that nowhere among Plaintiffs many 

affirmative statements of House Defendants’ position is there a single supporting exhibit—no e-

mail, no letter, no documentation of any kind. Indeed, the categories of information outlined in the 

Motion are not the categories questioned by Attorney Aden during the call. See infra, n.4. 

Moreover, Plaintiffs’ assertions are unequivocally disputed by the substantive productions made 

by House Defendants to date, which contrary to Plaintiffs’ allegation are well more than 

“thousands of pages of public information, which is partially responsive . . . .” (ECF No. 119, p. 

6). Quite the contrary, House Defendants produced tens of thousands of documents that include 

the submissions and communications sent to and from the House Redistricting Website and the 

House e-mail address dedicated to redistricting (Redistricting@schouse.gov), as well as the written 

submissions and sign-in sheets for every public hearing held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc 

Committee. House Defendants also produced the internal documentation demonstrating when 

legislators used the Map Room during the map drawing process. Discussed further herein, this 

voluminous amount of information is a robust record of “what was in the contemporaneous record 

in the redistricting process.” Bethune-Hill v. Virginia State Bd. Of Elections, 114 F.Supp.3d 323, 

341 (E.D. Va. 2015).  

Furthermore, and further evidencing that House Defendants have not asserted some 

steadfast refusal of any discovery for traditionally privileged legislative materials, just hours before 

being blindsided with this imprudent Motion, House Defendants had asked Plaintiffs to consider 
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the possible production of additional internal documents if Plaintiff would agree the production 

was without waiver or compromise of House Defendants’ ability to assert legislative privilege in 

the case. Rather than pursue this discussion, Plaintiffs notified counsel for House Defendants that 

“the parties are too far apart” and a motion would be filed—just three hours later6, Plaintiffs moved 

to compel. Quite frankly, given the extreme position taken by Plaintiffs in the Motion, it would 

seem inexcusable that the prosecuting parties waited to this late date to file this Motion; this 

extreme view of legislative privilege and immunity could have been asserted as early as the filing 

of responsive pleadings or certainly service of House Defendants’ discovery responses. 

Finally, an insurmountable flaw with the posture of this dispute remains Plaintiffs’ 

unilateral rejection of the threshold objections to Plaintiffs’ requests interposed by House 

Defendants. Such cavalier disregard of the limitations established by Federal Rule 26(b) leads to 

an inaccurate and unsustainable view: A party faced with improper discovery requests must 

nonetheless undertake an exhaustive search for documents and information in a limitless universe 

of time in order to prepare a privilege log—meaning the time, expense and burden constraints 

contained in the proportionality requirements of Rule 26(b) are meaningless because a privilege 

log must accompany responses even when a court may (and likely would) limit the breadth of the 

demands. This is not and cannot be the law.  

                                                 
6 Contrary to Footnote 2 of the Motion, Plaintiffs have not sought to address the objections to 
scope, burden or proportionality raised in the discovery responses served by House Defendants on 
January 24, 2022. At best, Plaintiffs’ counsel dismissed as inconsequential the concerns with scope 
raised by House Defendants on the January 26 and February 2 conference calls. House Defendants 
remain open to exploring with Plaintiffs the possibility of additional documents or information 
that could be produced so long as such production is not deemed a waiver or compromise of 
legislative privilege or immunity. 
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B. The Legislative Privilege and Immunity 

Turning to the broader issue of legislative privilege and immunity in redistricting litigation, 

House Defendants submit Plaintiffs misconstrue and misapply the applicable jurisprudence.  “The 

principle that legislators are absolutely immune from liability for their legislative activities has 

long been recognized in Anglo–American law.” Bogan v. Scott-Harris, 523 U.S. 44, 48 (1998). 

“The Federal Constitution, the Constitutions of many of the newly independent States, and the 

common law thus protected legislators from liability for their legislative activities.” Id. at 48-49 

(citing U.S. Const., Art. I, § 6; Tenny v. Brandhove, 341 U.S. 367, 372–375 (1951)). Derived from 

this legislative immunity is the legislative evidentiary privilege. EEOC v. Wash. Suburban 

Sanitary Comm’n, 666 F.Supp.2d 526, 531 (D.S.C. 2009). This Court has defined the privilege as 

“an evidentiary and testimonial privilege that prohibits evidence of legislative acts from being used 

against legislators in proceedings.” Id. at 531. The reasoning that underlies the analogous concept 

of the deliberative process privilege has been used by many courts “to prevent disclosure of 

communications involving opinions, recommendations, or advise about legislative decisions.” Id. 

(quotation omitted). 

Thus, under clear precedent of the United States Supreme Court and the Fourth Circuit, 

state legislators and their agents possess a privilege against being questioned on deliberations and 

communications regarding legislative activity. See, e.g., Tenney, 341 U.S. at 372-75; Wash. 

Suburban, 631 F.3d at 180-81. This legislative privilege is firmly rooted in history and tradition, 

and is incorporated into federal law through Rule 501 of the Federal Rules of Evidence. See, e.g., 

Tenney, 341 U.S. at 372; Lake Country Estates v. Tahoe Planning Agency, 440 U.S. 391, 403 

(1979); Sup. Ct. of Va. v. Consumers Union of the U.S., Inc., 446 U.S. 719, 732 (1980); Bogan v. 

Scott-Harris, 523 U.S. 44, 49 (1998); Wash. Suburban, 631 F.3d at 181 (citing Burtnick v. McLean, 
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76 F.3d 611, 613 (4th Cir. 1996)); Fed. R. Evid. 501 (“[T]he privilege of a witness, person, 

government, State, or political subdivision thereof shall be governed by the principles of the 

common law as they may be interpreted by the courts of the United States in the light of reason 

and experience.”). This robust protection is premised on the bedrock principle that “the exercise 

of legislative discretion should not be inhibited by judicial interference.” Bogan, 523 U.S. at 52. 

Indeed, the South Carolina Supreme Court has explicitly stated, “South Carolina recognizes the 

longstanding doctrine of legislative immunity for legislators carrying on their legislative duties.” 

S.C. Pub. Int. Found. v. Courson, 420 S.C. 120, 125 (2017). “Legislative immunity protects 

legislators from ‘deterrents to the uninhibited discharge of their legislative duty, not for their 

private indulgence, but for the public good.’” Id. (quoting Tenney at 377). 

Plaintiffs are correct that legislative privilege is not absolute, but rather requires “a flexible 

approach that considers the need for the information while still protecting legislative sovereignty 

and minimizing any direct intrusion into the legislative process.” N. Carolina State Conference of 

the NAACP v. McCrory, No. 1:13CV658, 2014 WL 12526799, at *2 (M.D.N.C. Nov. 20, 2014); 

see also N. Carolina State Conference of NAACP v. McCrory, 831 F.3d 204, 229 (4th Cir. 2016) 

(“testimony as to the purpose of challenged legislation ‘frequently will be barred by [legislative] 

privilege.’”) (citing Vill. of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 268 

(1977)). “A proper analysis of privilege questions must begin with a determination of the 

applicable law.” Hawkins v. Stables, 148 F.3d 379, 382-83 (4th Cir. 1998). Plaintiffs seemingly 

suggest that when the protection is deemed “qualified” in a case such as this, it necessarily “must 

yield” to discovery demands such that the privilege and immunity afforded to legislators simply 

evaporates. (ECF No. 119, pp. 9-14). This is not so; although the protections are qualified in 
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redistricting litigation, the resulting balancing of interests does not necessarily equate to unfettered 

intrusion into the affairs of legislators. See Bethune-Hill, 114 F.Supp.3d at 336-37.  

Plaintiffs’ Motion purports to weigh the five factors used by the Eastern District of Virginia 

in Bethune-Hill in assessing a request to compel documents withheld as legislatively privileged in 

a racial gerrymandering case. See id. at 329. In that case, the district court followed a five-factor 

balancing test employed by other courts in the redistricting context to assess whether the legislative 

privilege should be curtailed, which are: (i) the relevance of the evidence sought to be protected; 

(ii) the availability of other evidence; (iii) the ‘seriousness’ of the litigation and the issues involved; 

(iv) the role of government in the litigation; and (v) the purposes of the privilege. Id. at 338.  

Contrary to the implications of the Motion, even where the factors might weigh more 

heavily in favor of discovery, the result is not unrestrained invasion into the internal affairs of a 

legislative body. The Bethune-Hill court found “the totality of circumstances warrant the selective 

disclosure of the assertedly privileged documents in the House’s possession.” Id. at 342-43 

(emphasis added). The House Intervenors were ordered, inter alia, to (1) “produce any documents 

or communications created after the redistricting legislation’s date of enactment” as the “privilege 

only protects ‘integral steps’ in the legislative process and does not extend to commentary or 

analysis following the legislation’s enactment;” (2) “any documents or communications shared 

with, or received from, any individual or organization outside the employ of the legislature;” and 

(3) “strictly factual information” and “documents or communications produced by committee, 

technical, or professional staff for the House [Intervenors] (excluding the personal staff of 

legislators) that reflect opinions, recommendations, or advice.” Id. To be clear, none of these 

categories addressed in Bethune-Hill include documents that House Defendants believe should not 

be produced on the basis of legislative privilege in this case. 
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Also notable about Plaintiffs’ recitation of the law is what is not included—arguably the 

most important precedent on this specific legal issue—this Court’s decision in Backus v. South 

Carolina, No. 3:11-cv-03120-HFF-MBS-PMD (D.S.C. Feb. 9, 2012), attached as Exhibit G. Not 

only do Plaintiffs make no mention of the prior decision of the Three Judge Panel assigned to the 

redistricting litigation challenging South Carolina’s 2011 maps, but indeed relies on and repeatedly 

cites the decision of another District Court that rejected the decision as “perfunctory” and not 

persuasive. Favors v. Cuomo, 285 F.R.D. 187, 214 (E.D.N.Y. 2012). House Defendants submit 

this Court should have greater regard for the decision of that panel, which rather than “perfunctory” 

clearly states the reasoning for the ruling is set forth in the relevant filings of then-Senate President 

Pro Tempore Glenn F. McConnell. See Ex. G, p. 1. 

Regardless of the applicable precedent of this Court in Backus, the Court here should 

nonetheless deny Plaintiffs’ demand for a blanket disregard for any privilege or protection for the 

legislative parties in this case. Looking at the totality of the circumstances and balancing interests 

using the five factors discussed above, the qualified privilege does not yield so far as Plaintiffs 

suggest. Assuming a reasonable scope to Plaintiffs’ requests (which presently are unreasonable in 

scope), House Defendants recognize legislative materials are important to the constitutional 

claims, but Plaintiffs’ own discovery responses assert they are in possession of documents 

evidencing proof of their racial discrimination claims. See e.g. Ex. C, Pls’ Resp. to RFP Nos. 19, 

20 & 21. Moreover, the Supreme Court has said there is no specific measure of proof required to 

prove claims of the type asserted by Plaintiffs. “A plaintiff’s task, in other words, is simply to 

persuade the trial court—without any special evidentiary prerequisite—that race (not politics) was 

the ‘predominant consideration in deciding to place a significant number of voters within or 
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without a particular district.’” Cooper v. Harris, 37 S.Ct. 1455, 1479 (2017). Consequently, it is 

not clear that the first or second factors weigh in favor of Plaintiffs. 

As to the third factor of the importance of the constitutional issues, while it is undeniably 

true that the types of claims made are of the utmost importance, that significance is suspect here 

where the only named individual Plaintiff has abandoned his constitutional challenge to the House 

Districts and the associational Plaintiff SC NAACP has and continues to refuse to identify a single 

individual in any Challenged House District7 that has been personally harmed. Given Plaintiffs’ 

unwillingness and refusal to demonstrate a threshold standing for the racial gerrymandering 

claims, the third factor weighs against disclosure. And while the fourth factor addressing 

legislative “direct, central, and essential role” in the redistricting process may favor disclosure, the 

fifth factor’s concern with future timidity is overwhelming and necessitates appropriate protection. 

The Fourth Circuit has observed that the “practical import” of the legislative privilege “is 

difficult to overstate.” Wash. Suburban, 631 F.3d at 181. The privilege enables legislators and 

those who assist them “to focus on their public duties by removing the costs and distractions 

attending lawsuits.” Id. The privilege further serves as bulwark against “political wars of attrition 

in which [legislators’] opponents try to defeat them through litigation rather than at the ballot box.”  

Id. Indeed, “The distraction interest is not one to be taken lightly,” Bethune-Hill, 114 F. Supp. 3d 

at 342, especially as against active attorney-legislators during a rather active legislative session. 

                                                 
7 During President Murphy’s deposition on February 4, 2022, she was repeatedly instructed not to 
answer questions seeking the identity of or information about any individual member of SC 
NAACP that would have standing to bring the racial gerrymandering claims against the 
Challenged Districts. See Ala. Legis. Black Caucus v. Alabama, 575 U.S. 254, 271 (2015) 
(remanding case to allow associational plaintiff to file list of members in order to establish standing 
necessary for each district challenged in order to avoid dismissal). 
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And the same privilege enjoyed by legislators extends to their “aides and assistants,”8 who are 

“treated as one” with the legislators they serve. Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606, 616 (1972) 

(internal quotation marks omitted).  

Again it should not be overlooked the present posture of this case and the continued 

backtracking by Plaintiffs in this first phase of the case—Plaintiff Scott has apparently abandoned 

his role in challenging House Districts and Plaintiff SC NAACP refuses to identify one (much less 

29) members that reside in each Challenged District that would have standing to assert these 

claims. In Citizens Union of City of New York v. Attorney General of the State of New York, a 

district court considered demands for non-public documents of the Governor of New York and 

reminded plaintiffs:  

While a sparse legislative record, if proven, may be relevant to [the judicial] 
determination on the merits, it does not justify turning discovery into a fishing 
expedition into non-public information that may or may not have been considered 
by individual legislators and the Governor in connection with the passage of the 
[law]; nor does it warrant the disclosure of privileged materials. 

269 F.Supp.3d 124, 141 (S.D.N.Y. 2017); see also Rich v. KIS Calif., Inc., 121 F.R.D. 254, 259 

(M.D.N.C. 1988) (considering even limited discovery a fishing expedition where jurisdictional 

claim appears attenuated and based on bare allegations, with specific denials lodged by 

defendants). House Defendants submit such is the case here should the Plaintiffs be permitted 

unfettered intrusion into the privileged documents and information of the legislative body—a 

fishing expedition. 

                                                 
8 This extension of the privilege to formal legislative staff members, including legislative aides 
and staff members, is because “the day-to-day work of such aides is so critical” to the legislators’ 
performance that they must be treated as the legislators’ “alter egos.” Page v. Virginia State Bd. of 
Elections, 15 F. Supp. 3d 657, 664 (E.D. Va. 2014) (quoting Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. at 
617). 
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C. The Plaintiffs’ Requests for Production are Improper as Propounded 

As explained herein, Plaintiffs’ Motion makes no attempt to establish that the breadth of 

their demands falls within the scope of discovery allowed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Instead, it is Plaintiffs that make a blanket assumption that legislative privilege cannot apply in 

this case at all, regardless of the propriety of the requests. Indeed, an example of the absurdity of 

Plaintiffs’ position is exemplified by Request for Production No. 3, a request specifically raised 

by House Defendants to Plaintiffs during the discussion held among counsel on February 1, 2022: 

RFP No. 3: All maps, draft maps, memoranda, reports, analyses, correspondence, 
or other documents concerning the drawing of the districts adopted in H. 4493 
and Predecessor Maps. This Request includes, but is not limited to, documents 
concerning the racial polarization in the South Carolina electorate, state legislative 
districts, the role of race in drawing districts, and correspondence between or 
among you, individuals on the committee, any map drawers, experts, legislators, 
members of the South Carolina Legislature, or anyone else concerning the drawing 
of the districts or any draft maps of the districts considered but not adopted. 

Ex. A, RFP No. 3 (emphasis added). In the brief discussion among counsel about House 

Defendants’ response to this Request, Plaintiffs summarily dismissed the overbreadth concerns 

stating to the effect “this request is really about racially polarized voting documents.” If Plaintiffs 

believe the scope is so properly stated, it is incumbent on Plaintiffs to address the objection by 

consultation with House Defendants—Plaintiffs have simply failed to do so. This same deficiency 

exists with numerous of Plaintiffs’ demands, none of which Plaintiffs have attempted to curtail, 

but instead turn here demanding a ruling from this Court requiring House Defendants to produce 

“[a]ll documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ requests for production” and interrogatories, with 

legislative privilege carelessly tossed aside. (ECF No. 119, p. 17). Additional examples of 

exceedingly expansive and disproportional requests include: 

RFP No. 2: All documents and communications concerning the districts adopted in 
H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps, including but not limited to all communications 
with and documents or data provided to, considered, or relied upon by persons who 
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drew, reviewed, approved, or adopted the determination to draw districts as 
reflected in H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps. 

RFP No. 11: All documents and communications concerning the rationale(s) or 
purpose(s) behind the Challenged Districts and Districts Bordering the Challenged 
Districts adopted in H. 4493 and any Predecessor Maps. 

RFP No. 12: All documents and communications concerning statements support of 
or opposition to H. 4493 and any Predecessor Maps, including in support of or 
opposition to any proposed amendments. 

RFP No. 13: All documents and communications concerning the impact or potential 
impact of H. 4493 and any Predecessor Maps on voters of color. 

RFP No 17: All documents and communications between You and other 
individuals, including members of the South Carolina General Assembly and their 
staff or employees, and organizations and third parties related to H. 4493, 
Predecessor Maps, and redistricting in South Carolina. 

RFP No. 18: All documents and communications between You and other 
individuals, including members of the South Carolina General Assembly and their 
staff or employees, concerning the Map Room. 

See Ex. A. 

The House Defendants understand the importance of the types of claims asserted in the 

complaint, and recognize where properly invoked that challenges to redistricting plans present 

unique and difficult circumstances for the Court. “Determining the subjective intent of legislators 

and the collective motivation of legislatures is a perilous enterprise indeed.” S.C. Educ. Ass’n v. 

Campbell, 883 F.2d 1251, 1262 (4th Cir. 1989). Given the totality of these circumstances, 

including the excessive discovery demands made by these Plaintiffs with tenuous and attenuated 

(at best) indicia of standing,9 the Court should refuse to depart from precedent and reject Plaintiffs’ 

requests for such extraordinary relief. 

                                                 
9 Plaintiff Scott has admitted that he does not reside in any of the House Districts challenged in 
this case. Exhibit H, Pls’ Ans. to Req. for Adm. at No. 9; see also Ala. Legis. Black Caucus, 575 
U.S. at 263 (explaining that racial gerrymandering claims represent an individual harm that 
“directly threaten[s] a voter who lives in the district attacked” and a voter that lives elsewhere in 
the State “normally lacks standing to pursue a racial gerrymandering claim”). 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, House Defendants ask this Court to deny Plaintiffs’ Motion to 

Compel and order the parties to engage in meaningful consultation on the scope of Plaintiffs’ 

discovery requests so as to allow for resolution and production of any remaining responsive, non-

privileged documents. House Defendants respectfully request oral argument on Plaintiffs’ Motion.  

February 4, 2022 
Columbia, South Carolina 

s/ Mark C. Moore 
William W. Wilkins (Fed. ID No. 4662) 
Andrew A. Mathias (Fed. ID No. 10166) 
Konstantine P. Diamaduros (Fed. ID No. 12368) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
104 S. Main Street, Suite 900  
Greenville, SC 29601 
Telephone: 864.370.2211 
BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com  
AMathias@nexsenpruet.com  
KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Mark C. Moore (Fed. ID No. 4956) 
Jennifer J. Hollingsworth (Fed. ID No. 11704) 
Erica H. Wells (Fed. ID No. 13206 
Hamilton B. Barber (Fed. ID No. 13306) 
Michael A. Parente (Fed. ID No. 13358) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201 
Telephone: 803.771.8900 
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com  
EWells@nexsenpruet.com 
HBarber@nexsenpruet.com  
MParente@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Rhett D. Ricard (Fed. ID No. 13549)  
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
205 King Street, Suite 400  
Charleston, SC 29401  
Telephone: 843.720.1707 
RRicard@nexsenpruet.com  

Attorneys for James H. Lucas, Chris Murphy, and 
Wallace H. Jordan 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA DIVISION 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP, 

and 

TAIWAN SCOTT, on behalf of himself and all 
other similarly situated persons, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

HENRY D. MCMASTER, in his official 
capacity as Governor of South Carolina; 
THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, in his official 
capacity as President of the Senate;  
LUKE A. RANKIN, in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee; 
JAMES H. LUCAS, in his official capacity as 
Speaker of the House of Representatives; 
CHRIS MURPHY, in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the House of Representatives 
Judiciary Committee; WALLACE H. 
JORDAN, in his official capacity as Chairman 
of the House of Representatives Elections Law 
Subcommittee; HOWARD KNAPP, in his 
official capacity as interim Executive Director 
of the South Carolina State Election 
Commission; JOHN WELLS, Chair,  
JOANNE DAY, CLIFFORD J. ELDER, 
LINDA MCCALL, and SCOTT MOSELEY, 
in their official capacities as members of the 
South Carolina State Election Commission, 

Defendants. 

Case No.  3:21-cv-03302-JMC-TJH-RMG 

HOUSE DEFENDANTS JAMES H. 
LUCAS, CHRIS MURPHY AND 

WALLACE H. JORDAN’S RESPONSES 
AND OBJECTIONS TO PLAINTIFFS’ 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
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Pursuant to Rules 26 and 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“Rule”), Defendants 

James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the South Carolina House of 

Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as Chairman of the South Carolina House 

of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of 

the South Carolina House of Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the 

“House Defendants”), subject to the General Objections set forth below, hereby submit the 

following answers to Plaintiffs’ First Set of Interrogatories to Defendants (“Interrogatories”). 

INTRODUCTION 

1. By this response submitted hereto, House Defendants do not waive the legislative 

privilege or immunity, the attorney/client privilege, the work-product doctrine, and/or any other 

applicable privilege. Further, any inadvertent disclosure of such information, previously or in the 

future, shall not be deemed a waiver of the legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, the 

attorney work-product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or immunity. 

2. House Defendants base their responses upon (1) a reasonable search of facilities 

and files that could reasonably be expected to contain responsive information, and (2) inquiries of 

House Defendants’ staff and/or representatives who could reasonably be expected to possess 

responsive information. 

3. House Defendants respond to these Interrogatories with their current knowledge; 

however, the subject matter of these Interrogatories is under continuing investigation. House 

Defendants expressly reserve the right to use or rely upon information not submitted in response 

to these Interrogatories if it uncovers such information during the course of their ongoing 

investigation. House Defendants reserve the right to supplement their responses to the extent any 

information it uncovers in the course of their investigation is responsive to these Interrogatories.  
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4. House Defendants have performed a diligent search and made reasonable inquiry 

to locate information in their possession, custody, or control in an effort to fully respond to these 

Interrogatories. Plaintiffs should not construe House Defendants’ responses as a representation 

that House Defendants have examined each and every document in their possession in connection 

with this response. 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

1. House Defendants object to Interrogatories to the extent that they seek information 

protected from disclosure by applicable privilege or protection, including without limitation, the 

legislative privilege or immunity, the attorney/client privilege, and/or the work-product doctrine. 

2. House Defendants object to Interrogatories insofar as they seek information 

concerning matters unrelated to the subject matter of this lawsuit, on the grounds that they are 

overly broad, unduly burdensome, they purport to command House Defendants to provide 

information in a manner not proportional to the needs of this case, and because they seek 

information that is neither relevant to the subject matter of this action nor reasonably calculated to 

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

3. House Defendants object to Interrogatories as not proportional to the needs of this 

case insofar as they implicate information, documents, and communications spanning over a more 

than 30-year period.  

4. House Defendants object to Interrogatories to the extent that they seek information 

in a form inconsistent with the discovery process, including without limitation, information that is 

already within Plaintiffs’ possession, custody, or control and/or information that is publicly or 

equally available to Plaintiffs as it is to House Defendants. 
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5. House Defendants object to Interrogatories to the extent they purport to impose 

obligations on House Defendants that are greater than or inconsistent with House Defendants’ 

discovery-related obligations as set forth in applicable procedural rules governing discovery in this 

action. 

6. House Defendants object to the definition of “predecessor maps” as overly broad 

and unduly burdensome to the extent such definition includes “any previous South Carolina House 

of Representatives redistricting map in whole or in part that were considered, created, developed, 

and/or proposed by Defendants.” House Defendants further object to the definition to the extent it 

seeks disclosure of information that is privileged and not subject to disclosure. 

7. House Defendants object to the definitions of “you,” “your,” or “defendants” to the 

extent such definitions include “agents, advisors, employees, representatives, officers, consultants, 

contractors, or any person or entity acting or purporting to act on Defendants’ behalf or subject to 

Defendants’ control” without regard to whether such individual acted within the scope of his or 

her relationship with House Defendants. Such definition is overly broad, unduly burdensome, 

vague, ambiguous, and seeks irrelevant information not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence in this action.  For purposes of responding to these 

Interrogatories, House Defendants will assume such definition includes only individuals or entities 

acting in their non-privileged capacities as House Defendants’ agents. 

8. House Defendants object to the definition of “document” or “documents” to the 

extent such definitions include “electronically stored information” and to the extent such definition 

includes any “deleted” but recoverable electronic files and “slack (data fragments stored randomly 

from random access memory [RAM] on a hard drive during the normal operation of a computer 

[file slack and/or RAM slack] or residual data left on the hard drive after new data has overwritten 
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some but not all of previously stored data)” as overly broad, unduly burdensome, vague, 

ambiguous, and seeking irrelevant information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 

of admissible evidence in this action, as well as to the extent the information is not reasonably 

accessible because of burden or expense or the burden or cost outweighs the importance of the 

information. 

9. House Defendants object to Interrogatories insofar as they seek confidential 

information of House Defendants that is unrelated to the claims and defenses in this action and 

that, if disclosed, could irreparably harm House Defendants. 

10. House Defendants object to Interrogatories insofar as they seek information that is 

publicly available or in the possession, custody, or control of third parties, including other 

Defendants, and, are, thus, overly burdensome on House Defendants. 

11. These General Objections are applicable to each of the following responses, and 

failure to repeat an objection in response to a specific Interrogatory shall not be deemed a waiver 

of the objection. Further, when House Defendants specifically repeat one or more of these General 

Objections in response to a specific Interrogatory, such specific response is not a waiver of these 

General Objections. 

Subject to and without waiving these General Objections, and subject to and without 

waiving the specific objections noted below, House Defendants respond to Plaintiffs’ First Set of 

Interrogatories as follows: 

INTERROGATORIES 

INTERROGATORY NO. 1. 

Identify all persons in your office(s) involved in any evaluation, compilation, collection of 

data, estimate, report, study, or analysis concerning voting patterns, their behavior, demographic 
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trends, or practices by race or ethnicity in South Carolina, created or dated from January 1, 2021 

to the present. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is 

overbroad, vague, confusing, compound, and without definitions for key terms. House 

Defendants further object on the basis the Interrogatory requests information that is 

protected by legislative privilege, attorney/client privilege, and the work-product doctrine. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and specifically without waiver of 

any privilege provided by law, to the extent the Interrogatory asks for persons in the House 

of Representatives involved in any evaluation of demographic trends from January 1, 2021 

to present, presumably relevant information includes identification of all persons that 

utilized the map room during the 2021 redistricting cycle, which included every current 

Representative of the House of Representatives with the exception of J. Todd Rutherford 

and Kirkman Finlay III. Names and contact information for all House Members is readily 

accessible at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/member.php?chamber=H. Further answering 

subject to the foregoing objections and assumptions, persons that utilized the map rom also 

included map room staff employed by the House, including Thomas Hauger, Sarah Grace 

Williamson, Joleigh “Eliza” Deguit, Megan Goyak, Daniel Ingley, and Sebastian Bass, as 

well as House and staff counsel. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 2. 

Identify each person, other than a person intended to be called as an expert witness at trial, 

having discoverable information that tends to refute or support any position that You have taken 

or intend to take in this action, and state the subject matter of the information possessed by that 

person. 
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RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, excessive in scope and requests information that is protected by 

legislative privilege or immunity, attorney/client privilege, and the work-product doctrine. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and specifically without waiver of 

any privilege provided by law, House Defendants state that each Member of the House of 

Representatives that utilized the map room and otherwise participated in the current 

redistricting cycle, which includes every current House Member in some manner, may have 

discoverable information that tends to refute the allegations of the Amended Complaint 

and/or support the response and defenses of House Defendants.  

Further answering, individual members of the House Redistricting Ad Hoc 

Committee, including Defendant Jordan, has personal knowledge of the activities underlying 

the process of redistricting and would be expected to refute the allegations of the Amended 

Complaint, including that he or she participated or engaged in racial discrimination against 

Black voters or considered race as the predominant factor in drawing the Challenged 

Districts, as well as support the positions that traditional redistricting principles were 

followed in drawing the Challenged Districts. Names of Committee members are readily 

accessible at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/. Defendant Lucas and Defendant Murphy 

have similar personal knowledge. Other House staff may also have similar personal 

knowledge, some or most of which is subject to legislative immunity and privilege.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 3. 

Identify each of the Black candidates elected to serve in the South Carolina State House 

since January 1, 1980 to the present, including their names, positions, date of election, and the 

demographics of the district from which they were elected. 
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RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is 

overbroad, unduly burdensome, and excessive in scope in that it would require House 

Defendants to conduct an investigation not proportional to the needs of this case. Subject to 

and without waiving the foregoing objections, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the South 

Carolina Legislative Manuals from 1980 – present that are currently being prepared for 

production and which are also publicly available at 

https://dc.statelibrary.sc.gov/handle/10827/35801, 

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/man20/manual20.php, and 

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/man21/manual21.php. Subject to House Defendants’ General 

Objection Nos. 4 and 10, historical demographic information responsive to this Interrogatory 

may be available through the South Carolina Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office and/or the 

United States Census Bureau. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 4. 

Do you contend that white voters in the Challenged Districts do not vote sufficiently as a 

bloc to enable them usually (not incidentally) to defeat the Black-preferred candidates? If the 

answer is yes, explain the answer in detail and identify all elections, candidates, facts, witnesses, 

documents, and evidence that support the answer. If the answer is no, explain the answer and 

identify all of the elections, candidates, facts, witnesses, documents, and evidence that support the 

answer. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it requests 

a legal conclusion or expert opinion and is therefore not properly propounded to House 

Defendants. House Defendants further object to this Interrogatory to the extent it is vague 

and compound, as “usually (not incidentally)” lacks a cognizable measure to use for 
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response.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 5. 

Do You contend that the Black population in the Challenged Districts is not politically 

cohesive? If the answer is yes, explain the answer and identify all of the elections, candidates, 

facts, witnesses, documents, and evidence that support the answer. If the answer is no, explain the 

answer and identify all of the elections, candidates, facts, witnesses, documents, and evidence that 

support the answer. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it assumes 

a fact not in evidence, in that House Defendants have not asserted any contention as to the 

“political cohesiveness” of the Challenged Districts (as that word is defined in Plaintiffs’ 

Definitions). Subject to these objections and further answering, House Defendants believe 

that Black voters in South Carolina generally vote in a “politically cohesive” manner. To the 

extent the Interrogatory demands further detail, the Interrogatory is overbroad, unduly 

burdensome, exceedingly compound, and demands an investigation that is not proportional 

to the needs of the case. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 6. 

Do You contend that South Carolina does not have a significant governmental interest in 

eradicating the effects of past and ongoing racial discrimination against Black voters in South 

Carolina? If the answer is yes, please specifically explain and identify the evidence or legal basis, 

if any, upon which you rely to support your contention. If the answer is no, please specifically 

explain and identify the evidence or legal basis, if any, upon which you rely to support your 

contention. 
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RESPONSE:  House Defendants object to this Interrogatory to the extent it purports to 

require House Defendants to answer on behalf of the State of South Carolina. Subject to this 

objection, House Defendants are informed and believe that South Carolina, like all states, 

has “a legitimate and substantial interest in…eliminating…the disabling effects of identified 

discrimination.” Regents of Univ. of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 307 (1978). 

INTERROGATORY NO. 7. 

Do You contend that the Challenged Districts are not unlawfully packed or cracked? If the 

answer is no, please specifically explain and identify the evidence or legal basis, if any, upon which 

you rely to support your contention. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it requests 

a legal conclusion and/or seeks the mental impressions of counsel. Subject to these objections 

and with the caveat that House Defendants do not offer a legal conclusion with this response, 

House Defendants answer “yes” and contend the Challenged Districts are not unlawfully 

packed or cracked. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 8. 

Please provide the name and, if known, the address and telephone number of each 

individual involved and their role in considering, creating, developing, drafting, and proposing the 

maps adopted in H. 4493 and all Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: Subject to House Defendants’ General Objection No. 6, House Defendants 

direct Plaintiffs to the response to Interrogatory No. 1. Further answering and specifically 

without waiving any privileges and immunities available by law, the identified House 

Members each participated in the redistricting process by working in the map room on one 

or more House Districts prior to approval of the maps adopted in H. 4493 by the 
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Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee, the Judiciary Committee and the House of 

Representatives.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 9. 

Please identify the name, title, and if known, address of each person who shared with You 

any South Carolina House of Representative amendment to maps adopted in H. 4493 or any 

Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds it is confusing 

and unclear as written and directed to House Defendants. Subject to this objection and 

General Objection No. 6, and specifically without waiving any privileges and immunities 

available by law, to the extent this Interrogatory seeks information about amendments to 

maps prior to adoption of the map in H. 4493 by the South Carolina House of 

Representatives, the amendments presented to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee, 

the Judiciary Committee, and the House of Representatives are identified at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/amendments.html for the Judiciary Committee and at 

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sess124_2021-2022/hj21/20211202.htm for the House of 

Representatives. The House Members responsible for presenting those amendments are 

Defendant Jordan, Representative Bernstein, Representative Wheeler, Representative 

McKnight, Representative Bamberg, Representative Govan, Representative Brawly, 

Representative King, Representative Bradley, Representative Magnuson, Representative 

Long and Representative Atkinson. Contact information for all House Members is readily 

accessible at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/member.php?chamber=H.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 10. 

Describe the process through which You incorporated public comments received in written 
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or through public or private hearings into the maps adopted by H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: Subject to House Defendants’ General Objection No. 6 and specifically without 

waiving any privileges and immunities available by law, House Defendants state that 

electronically submitted materials and hard copy mailings were compiled by House staff and 

counsel for review and consideration by House Defendants and members of the Redistricting 

Ad Hoc Committee along with comments heard by committee members during public 

hearings and meetings throughout the redistricting cycle, which public offerings collectively 

formed one of several factors and components that guided the process of drawing the maps 

ultimately adopted by H. 4493.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 11. 

Describe the process that You used to consider, propose, and review draft maps adopted in 

H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps through the Map Room. 

RESPONSE: Subject to General Objection No. 6 and specifically without waiving any 

privileges and immunities available by law, House Defendants used a map making program 

called Maptitude to consider, propose, and review draft maps. This program generated data, 

saved files, and allowed House Defendants to draw draft maps. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 12. 

Describe the process for how information and proposed maps and amendments to maps 

adopted in H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps were conveyed to You in the Map Room. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks 

information that is protected by legislative privilege or immunity and the attorney/client 

privilege. House Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is unclear 

as written, vague, and overbroad. Subject to these objections and specifically without 
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waiving any privileges and immunities available by law, proposed maps and amendments to 

maps drawn by House Members were saved in the Maptitude program and available to the 

Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and House Defendants for use in development of the maps 

adopted in H. 4493.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 13. 

Describe how the information You conveyed to individuals in the Map Room was stored. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is vague 

and unclear as written. Subject to this objection and specifically without waiving any 

privileges and immunities available by law, including legislative and attorney/client, maps 

drawn in the map room are stored in the referenced Maptitude program.  

INTERROGATORY NO. 14. 

Describe the process through which You resolved any conflicts among requirements and 

guidelines for districts adopted in H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is 

vague and overbroad. Subject to these objections and House Defendants’ General Objection 

No. 6, and specifically without waiving any privileges and immunities available by law, House 

Defendants state the 2021 Guidelines and Criteria for Congressional and Legislative 

Redistricting set forth the following with regard to the prioritization of the principles that 

guided the redistricting process: “In establishing Congressional and legislative districts, all 

criteria identified in these guidelines should be considered. However, if there is a conflict 

among the requirements of these guidelines, the requirements addressed in Sections I, II, III, 

and IV herein should be given priority. If application of the criteria set forth in these 

guidelines will cause a violation of applicable constitutional, federal, or state law, and there 
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is no other way to conform to the criteria without such violation of law, deviations from the 

criteria are permitted. However, any deviation from the criteria shall not be any more than 

necessary to avoid the violation of law, and the remainder of the redistricting plan shall 

remain faithful to the criteria.” The referenced Sections are (I) the Constitution of the United 

States, (II) Federal Law, (III) State Law, and (IV) Equal Population/Deviation. A copy of the 

Guidelines will be forthcoming in response to Plaintiffs’ First Requests for Production of 

Documents and Plaintiffs can readily access the Guidelines on the Redistricting Website at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/2021%20Redistricting%20Guidelines.pdf. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 15. 

Describe the process through which You answered questions that were raised in writing, 

public hearings, or private meetings by members of the public or South Carolina General Assembly 

members for districts adopted in H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is vague 

and unclear as written. Subject to this objection and General Objection No. 6, and 

specifically without waiving any privileges and immunities available by law, one or more 

House Defendants and/or other members of the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee at times 

addressed questions during the public hearings and meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee, the 

Judiciary Committee, and the House of Representatives’ sessions, and further provided 

several letters in response to written demands for information made by a coalition of public 

interest groups that included Plaintiff SC NAACP. House Defendants also from time to time 

would have had conversations in person or by telephone by other House Members that may 

have involved questions raised. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 16. 
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Identify and explain any instances where You deviated from published guidelines/criteria 

or traditional redistricting principles, including but not limited to any other guidelines/criteria 

Defendants considered. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants are not aware of any instances where the maps enacted by 

H. 4493 deviated from published guidelines/criteria or traditional redistricting principles. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 17. 

Identify any racially polarized voting analysis conducted by You and any persons who 

conducted it. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks 

information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) and/or is protected 

by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product doctrine. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 18. 

Identify the name, title, and professional address of each person consulted by You in 

answering these Interrogatories, specifying on which Interrogatory or Interrogatories such person 

was consulted. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants consulted with legal counsel in answering these 

Interrogatories.   

INTERROGATORY NO. 19. 

Describe why You should succeed on the defenses asserted in your Answer(s) or Motion(s) 

to Dismiss. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the facts and arguments set forth in the 

Motion to Dismiss (ECF No. 91) and Answer (ECF No. 92) for information responsive to this 

Interrogatory.   
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Respectfully submitted, 

  

s/ Mark C. Moore 
William W. Wilkins (Fed. ID No. 4662) 
Andrew A. Mathias (Fed. ID No. 10166) 
Konstantine P. Diamaduros (Fed. ID No. 12368) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
104 S. Main Street, Suite 900 (29601) 
Post Office Box 10648 
Greenville, SC 29603-0648 
Telephone: 864.370.2211 
BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com  
AMathias@nexsenpruet.com  
KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Mark C. Moore (Fed. ID No. 4956) 
Jennifer J. Hollingsworth (Fed. ID No. 11704) 
Hamilton B. Barber (Fed. ID No. 13306) 
Michael A. Parente (Fed. ID No. 13358) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
1230 Main Street, Suite 700 (29201) 
Post Office Drawer 2426 
Columbia, SC 29202 
Telephone: 803.771.8900 
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com  
HBarber@nexsenpruet.com  
MParente@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Rhett D. Ricard (Fed. ID No. 13549)  
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
205 King Street, Suite 400  
Charleston, SC 29401  
Telephone: 843.720.1707 
RRicard@nexsenpruet.com  

Attorneys for James H. Lucas, Chris Murphy, and 
Wallace H. Jordan 

January 24, 2022 
Columbia, South Carolina 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on January 24, 2022, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 

served on all counsel of record by electronic mail. 

s/ Mark C. Moore  
Mark C. Moore 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA DIVISION 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP, 

and 

TAIWAN SCOTT, on behalf of himself and all 
other similarly situated persons, 

                                          Plaintiffs, 

                    v. 

HENRY D. MCMASTER, in his official 
capacity as Governor of South Carolina; 
THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, in his official 
capacity as President of the Senate;  
LUKE A. RANKIN, in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee; 
JAMES H. LUCAS, in his official capacity as 
Speaker of the House of Representatives; 
CHRIS MURPHY, in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the House of Representatives 
Judiciary Committee; WALLACE H. 
JORDAN, in his official capacity as Chairman 
of the House of Representatives Elections Law 
Subcommittee; HOWARD KNAPP, in his 
official capacity as interim Executive Director 
of the South Carolina State Election 
Commission; JOHN WELLS, Chair,  
JOANNE DAY, CLIFFORD J. ELDER, 
LINDA MCCALL, and SCOTT MOSELEY, 
in their official capacities as members of the 
South Carolina State Election Commission, 

                                          Defendants. 

Case No.  3:21-cv-03302-JMC-TJH-RMG 

 

 

 

HOUSE DEFENDANTS JAMES H. 
LUCAS, CHRIS MURPHY AND 

WALLACE H. JORDAN’S RESPONSE 
TO PLAINTIFFS’ FIRST REQUEST 

FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
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Pursuant to Rules 26 and 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (“Rule”), Defendants 

James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the South Carolina House of 

Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as Chairman of the South Carolina House 

of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of 

the South Carolina House of Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the 

“House Defendants”), subject to the General Objections set forth below, hereby submit the 

following responses to Plaintiffs’ First Request for Production of Documents to Defendants 

(“Requests”). 

INTRODUCTION 

1. By this response submitted hereto, House Defendants do not waive the legislative 

privilege or immunity, the attorney/client privilege, the work-product doctrine, and/or any other 

applicable privilege or immunity. Further, any inadvertent disclosure of such information, 

previously or in the future, shall not be deemed a waiver of the legislative privilege, the 

attorney/client privilege, the attorney work-product doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or 

immunity. 

2. House Defendants base their responses upon (1) a reasonable search of facilities 

and files that could reasonably be expected to contain responsive documents, and (2) inquiries of 

House Defendants’ staff and/or representatives who could reasonably be expected to possess 

responsive documents. 

3. House Defendants respond to these Requests with their current knowledge; 

however, the subject matter of these Requests is under continuing investigation. House Defendants 

expressly reserve the right to use or rely upon documents not produced in response to these 

Requests if they uncover such documents during the course of their ongoing investigation. House 
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Defendants reserve the right to supplement their responses to the extent any documents they 

uncover in the course of their investigation are responsive to these Requests.  

4. House Defendants have performed a diligent search and made reasonable inquiry 

to locate documents in their possession, custody, or control in an effort to fully respond to these 

Requests. Plaintiffs should not construe House Defendants’ responses as a representation that 

House Defendants have examined each and every document in their possession in connection with 

this response. 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

1. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests to the extent that they seek 

information protected from disclosure by applicable privilege or protection, including without 

limitation, the legislative privilege or immunity, the attorney/client privilege, and/or the work-

product doctrine. 

2. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests insofar as they seek information 

concerning matters unrelated to the subject matter of this lawsuit, on the grounds that they are 

overly broad, unduly burdensome, they purport to command House Defendants to produce 

documents in a manner not proportional to the needs of this case, and because they seek 

information that is neither relevant to the subject matter of this action nor reasonably calculated to 

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 

3. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests as not proportional to the needs of 

this case insofar as they implicate documents and communications spanning over a more than 30-

year period.  

4. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests to the extent that they seek 

information in a form inconsistent with the discovery process, including without limitation, 
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information that is already within Plaintiffs’ possession, custody, or control and/or information 

that is publicly or equally available to Plaintiffs as it is to House Defendants. 

5. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests to the extent they purport to impose 

obligations on House Defendants that are greater than or inconsistent with House Defendants’ 

discovery-related obligations as set forth in applicable procedural rules governing discovery in this 

action. 

6. House Defendants object to the definition of “predecessor maps” as overly broad 

and unduly burdensome to the extent such definition includes “any previous South Carolina House 

of Representatives redistricting map in whole or in part that were considered, created, developed, 

and/or proposed by Defendants.” House Defendants further object to the definition to the extent it 

seeks disclosure of documents that are privileged and not subject to production. 

7. House Defendants object to the definition of “third parties” to the extent such 

definition is limitless and, as such, is overly broad, unduly burdensome, vague, ambiguous, and 

seeks irrelevant information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence in this action. 

8. House Defendants object to the definitions of “you,” “your,” or “defendants” to the 

extent such definitions include “agents, advisors, employees, representatives, officers, consultants, 

contractors, or any person or entity acting or purporting to act on Defendants’ behalf or subject to 

Defendants’ control” without regard to whether such individual acted within the scope of his or 

her relationship with House Defendants. Such definition is overly broad, unduly burdensome, 

vague, ambiguous, and seeks irrelevant information not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence in this action.  For purposes of responding to these Requests, 
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House Defendants will assume such definition includes only individuals or entities acting in their 

non-privileged capacities as House Defendants’ agents. 

9. House Defendants object to the definition of “document” or “documents” to the 

extent such definitions include “electronically stored information” and to the extent such 

definitions include any “deleted” but recoverable electronic files and “slack (data fragments stored 

randomly from random access memory [RAM] on a hard drive during the normal operation of a 

computer [file slack and/or RAM slack] or residual data left on the hard drive after new data has 

overwritten some but not all of previously stored data)” as overly broad, unduly burdensome, 

vague, ambiguous, and seeking irrelevant information not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence in this action, as well as to the extent the information is not 

reasonably accessible because of burden or expense or the burden or cost outweighs the importance 

of the information. 

10. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests insofar as they seek confidential 

information of House Defendants that is unrelated to the claims and defenses in this action and 

that, if disclosed, could irreparably harm House Defendants. 

11. House Defendants object to Plaintiffs’ Requests to the extent they purport to require 

House Defendants to divulge, assemble, or produce information or documents that are outside the 

possession, custody, or control of House Defendants or that is publicly or equally available to 

Plaintiffs or in the possession, custody, or control of third parties, including other Defendants, and, 

are, thus, overly burdensome on House Defendants. 

12. These General Objections are applicable to each of the following responses and 

objections, and failure to repeat an objection in response to a specific Request shall not be deemed 

a waiver of the objection. Further, when House Defendants specifically repeat one or more of these 
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General Objections in response to a specific Request, such specific response is not a waiver of 

these General Objections. 

Subject to and without waiving these General Objections, and subject to and without 

waiving the specific objections noted below, House Defendants respond to Plaintiffs’ Requests as 

follows: 

RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: 

All documents, communications, maps, memoranda, expert reports or analyses, Racially 

Polarized voting analyses, or other documents and communications related to South Carolina’s 

submission of state legislative maps in the 1990, 2000, and 2010 redistricting cycles for 

Preclearance review pursuant to Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. This Request includes, but is 

not limited to, any correspondence with the U.S. Department of Justice for the 1990, 2000, and 

2010 redistricting cycles. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, and purports to require House Defendants to assemble, divulge 

and produce documents not relevant to the disputed issues in this case. House Defendants 

further object to this Request to the extent it purports to require House Defendants to 

produce documents that are outside the possession, custody, or control of House Defendants 

or are publicly or equally available to Plaintiffs. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing 

objections, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the South Carolina House of 

Representatives 2011 Judicial Preclearance Submission for Act No. 72 of 2011 available at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/archives/2011/PreclearanceSubmissionH3991.html and 
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redistricting data from the 2000 redistricting cycle available at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/archives/2001/houred.htm.  

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: 

All documents and communications concerning the districts adopted in H. 4493 and 

Predecessor Maps, including but not limited to all communications with and documents or data 

provided to, considered, or relied upon by persons who drew, reviewed, approved, or adopted the 

determination to draw districts as reflected in H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, and purports to command House Defendants to produce 

documents in a manner not proportional to the needs of this case or that are outside the 

possession, custody, or control of House Defendants or are publicly or equally available to 

Plaintiffs. House Defendants further object on the basis that this Request seeks the 

production of documents protected from disclosure by legislative privilege, attorney/client 

privilege, and the work product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing 

objections, and pending a determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the 

privileges applicable to this proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the South 

Carolina House of Representatives 2021 Redistricting Website (the “Redistricting Website”) 

at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/ where non-privileged documents responsive to this 

Request are electronically available, and House Defendants produce simultaneous herewith 

documents and communications sent and received via the Redistricting Website and the 

House Redistricting e-mail account, marked SC_HOUSE_000001-SC_HOUSE_0010047. 

House Defendants are continuing to process documents and information for production to 

Plaintiffs in response to this and other Requests. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: 

All maps, draft maps, memoranda, reports, analyses, correspondence, or other documents 

concerning the drawing of the districts adopted in H. 4493 and Predecessor Maps. This Request 

includes, but is not limited to, documents concerning the racial polarization in the South Carolina 

electorate, state legislative districts, the role of race in drawing districts, and correspondence 

between or among you, individuals on the committee, any map drawers, experts, legislators, 

members of the South Carolina Legislature, or anyone else concerning the drawing of the districts 

or any draft maps of the districts considered but not adopted. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, and purports to command House Defendants to produce 

documents in a manner not proportional to the needs of this case or that are outside the 

possession, custody, or control of House Defendants or are publicly or equally available to 

Plaintiffs. House Defendants further object on the basis that this Request seeks the 

production of documents protected from disclosure by legislative privilege, attorney/client 

privilege, and the work product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing 

objections, and pending a determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the 

privileges applicable to this proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the 

Redistricting Website at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/ where non-privileged documents 

responsive to this Request are electronically available, including all public map submissions 

at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/publicsubmissions.html, and House Defendants produce 

simultaneous herewith documents and communications sent and received via the 

Redistricting Website and the House Redistricting e-mail account, marked 

SC_HOUSE_0000001-SC_HOUSE_0010047, which includes documents responsive to this 
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Request. House Defendants are continuing to process documents and information for 

production to Plaintiffs on a rolling basis. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: 

All documents and communications sufficient to show any and all criteria used in drawing 

and approving the district lines, contours, limits, or boundaries included in the districts adopted in 

H. 4493 or the Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: The criteria used in drawing and approving the district lines in the 

districts adopted in H. 4493 are set forth in the 2021 Guidelines and Criteria for 

Congressional and Legislative Redistricting (the “Redistricting Guidelines”), available 

electronically on the Redistricting Website at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/2021%20Redistricting%20Guidelines.pdf and a copy 

of which is forthcoming in production. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: 

All transcripts, minutes, notes, or other documents concerning any meetings of Committees 

and any in connection with or in furtherance the adoption of H. 4493 or the Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: To the extent the use of “All . . . documents” in this Request purports to 

demand documents or information protected by legislative privilege, the attorney/client 

privilege or work-product privilege, House Defendants object. Subject to and without waiver 

of these objections, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the public hearings section of the 

Redistricting Website at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/publichearing.html and the South 

Carolina Legislature Video Archives at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php for 

non-privileged documents and information responsive to this Request such as recordings, 

transcripts, and notices and agendas for meetings of Committees in connection with the 
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adoption of H. 4493. House Defendants also produce simultaneous herewith documents and 

communications sent and received via the Redistricting Website and the House Redistricting 

e-mail account, marked SC_HOUSE_000001-SC_HOUSE_0010047, which includes 

documents responsive to this Request. House Defendants are continuing to process 

documents and information for production to Plaintiffs on a rolling basis. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: 

All documents and communications provided to or relied upon by (a) any expert who 

Defendants intend to call to testify in this matter; or (b) any consultant, advisory, or other individual 

who provided advice or consultation concerning, or participated in the drawing, evaluation, or 

analysis of, the districts adopted in H. 4493 or Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to the extent this Request on the basis that it 

seeks the production of documents or information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 26(b) and/or is protected by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or 

the work-product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and 

pending a determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges 

applicable to this proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the Redistricting Website 

at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/ and the relevant public information available there. In 

addition to the production made herewith, House Defendants are continuing to process 

documents and information for production to Plaintiffs on a rolling basis. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: 

An electronic copy in .csv or other machine-readable tabular file format (such as .txt) of 

precinct-level counts of voter registration data broken down by race and ethnicity—as well as voter 

turnout data broken down by race and ethnicity—for every general and primary election in every 
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year between 2008 and 2020, using the same categories as are in the South Carolina voter file. See 

Voter History Statistics for Recent SC Elections, https://www.scvotes.gov/data/voter-history.html. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request as it purports to require House 

Defendants to produce data that are outside the possession, custody, or control of House 

Defendants or are publicly or equally available to Plaintiffs. Subject to and without waiving 

the foregoing objections, House Defendants will produce data in its possession obtained from 

the South Carolina Election Commission for 2018 and 2020. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: 

An electronic copy in .shp or other machine-readable file format (such as .gpkg) of precinct 

shapefiles from the time of every general and primary election between 2008 and 2020. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants do not possess documents responsive to this Request. 

Further responding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the Jurisdictional Mapping 

section of the South Carolina Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office website at 

https://rfa.sc.gov/programs-services/precinct-demographics/jurisdictional-mapping, which 

includes PDF files that can be imported into GIS software to the extent this information is 

responsive to Plaintiffs’ Request]. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9:   

An electronic copy in .csv or other machine-readable tabular file format (such as .txt) of 

South Carolina’s statewide voter registration database, at the time of every general and primary 

election between 2008 and 2020, that includes the following information about each and every 

active and inactive registered voter in the State of South Carolina:  

• Unique voter identification number  

• Status (e.g., Active, Inactive)  
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• Race and/or ethnicity  

• Date of registration  

• County of residence  

• Residence address  

• Census Block IDs in 2020 and 2010  

• State House District  

o Vote History, including, for each election from January 1, 2008 through the present, 

The date of the election 

o The type of election (e.g., federal Democratic or Republican primary, federal 

general, federal special, state primary, state general, state special, local primary, 

local general, local special, etc.) 

o Whether the voter cast a ballot in the election. 

o The party identification of the voter. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants direct and defer this Request to Defendant South 

Carolina Election Commission as House Defendants do not have possession, custody or 

control of the statewide voter registration database. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10:  

All documents and any data in .csv or other machine-readable tabular file format (such as 

.txt) detailing the specific communities of interest—including geographic identifiers of those 

communities of interest that line up with Census IDs, such as 2020 and/or 2010 Census Blocks— 

relied upon by Defendants and any other member of the South Carolina Assembly, including the 

member’s staff or employees, related to H. 4493, predecessor maps, and/or redistricting in South 

Carolina. 
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RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, unduly burdensome, vague and unclear. House Defendants further object to this 

Request on the ground that it purports to require House Defendants to produce data that is 

equally available to Plaintiffs in the form of shapefile and tabulated data maintained by the 

United States Census Bureau. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, 

House Defendants are not aware of any responsive, non-privileged documents in their 

possession, custody, or control other than the block equivalency file related to H. 4493, which 

was developed with input from the public and Members of the South Carolina House of 

Representatives that included “communities of interest” as defined or viewed by these 

persons. The block equivalency file is electronically available to Plaintiffs on the Redistricting 

Website at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/housepassed/FloorPassedBlockEq.xlsx. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11:   

All documents and communications concerning the rationale(s) or purpose(s) behind the 

Challenged Districts and Districts Bordering the Challenged Districts adopted in H. 4493 and any 

Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to the extent this Request seeks the production 

of documents or information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) 

and/or is protected by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product 

doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and pending a 

determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges applicable to this 

proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the following non-privileged documents 

responsive to this Request already in Plaintiffs’ possession or equally available to Plaintiffs: 

House Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss (ECF No. 91), House Defendants’ Answer (ECF No. 
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92), and documents and information on the Redistricting Website, including the public 

hearings section at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/publichearing.html, benchmark house 

district demographics data at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/StateHouseDistrictsPredraw.xlsx, and the South 

Carolina Legislature Video Archives at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php. 

Responsive documents may also be found in the production made herewith, Bates labeled 

SC_HOUSE_000001-SC_HOUSE_0010047, and additional documents and information are 

being processed for production to Plaintiffs on a rolling basis. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12:   

All documents and communications concerning statements support of or opposition to H. 

4493 and any Predecessor Maps, including in support of or opposition to any proposed 

amendments. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to the extent this Request seeks the production 

of documents or information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) 

and/or is protected by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product 

doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and pending a 

determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges applicable to this 

proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the following non-privileged documents 

responsive to this Request already in Plaintiffs’ possession or equally available to Plaintiffs: 

House Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss (ECF No. 91), House Defendants’ Answer (ECF No. 

92), and documents and information on the Redistricting Website, including the public 

hearings section at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/publichearing.html, benchmark house 

district demographics data at 
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https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/StateHouseDistrictsPredraw.xlsx, and the South 

Carolina Legislature Video Archives at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php. 

House Defendants further produce simultaneous herewith documents and communications 

sent and received via the Redistricting Website and the House Redistricting e-mail account, 

marked SC_HOUSE_000001-SC_HOUSE_0010047, which includes documents responsive 

to this Request. House Defendants are continuing to process documents and information for 

production to Plaintiffs on a rolling basis. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13:   

All documents and communications concerning the impact or potential impact of H. 4493 

and any Predecessor Maps on voters of color. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to the extent this Request seeks the production 

of documents or information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) 

and/or is protected by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product 

doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and pending a 

determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges applicable to this 

proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the following non-privileged documents 

responsive to this Request already in Plaintiffs’ possession or equally available to Plaintiffs: 

House Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss (ECF No. 91), House Defendants’ Answer (ECF No. 

92), and documents and information on the Redistricting Website, including the public 

hearings section at https://redistricting.schouse.gov/publichearing.html, benchmark house 

district demographics data at 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/StateHouseDistrictsPredraw.xlsx, and the South 

Carolina Legislature Video Archives at https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php. 
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House Defendants further produce simultaneous herewith documents and communications 

sent and received via the Redistricting Website and the House Redistricting e-mail account, 

marked SC_HOUSE_000001-SC_HOUSE_0010047, which includes documents responsive 

to this Request. House Defendants are continuing to process documents and information for 

production to Plaintiffs on a rolling basis. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14:   

All documents and communications concerning any survey results, databases, estimates, 

or statistics regarding racial or ethnic group affiliation or identification among South Carolina 

voters in the Challenged Districts and Districts Bordering the Challenged Districts. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to the extent this Request seeks the production 

of documents or information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) 

and/or is protected by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product 

doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, and pending a 

determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges applicable to this 

proceeding, House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the answers and production in response to 

the foregoing Requests Nos. 11, 12, 13 & 14. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: 

All documents and communications concerning any survey results, databases, estimates, 

or statistics regarding racial or ethnic group affiliation or identification regarding partisan or 

political affiliation among South Carolina voters. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request on the grounds that it is overly 

broad, repetitive, vague and unclear. To the extent this Request is not repetitive of the 

foregoing Requests, it exceeds the scope of discovery in demanding documents and 
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information beyond the parameters of this dispute. Subject to and without waiving the 

foregoing objections, House Defendants are not aware of any other documents or 

information that are not captured in the foregoing Requests. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16:   

All documents and communications concerning any concerns, complaints, or comments 

about the procedure and transparency of the Committees redistricting process used in the 

considerations and deliberations about H. 4493 and any Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants produce herewith all documents and 

communications received through the Redistricting Website or the Redistricting e-mail 

address, and is compiling for production any other documents or communications received 

at any public hearing or meeting of the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee, which would 

encompass any concerns, complaints, or comments about the procedure and transparency of 

the redistricting process that led to the adoption of H. 4493. House Defendants are not aware 

of any other documents and information that would be responsive to this Request.  

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17:   

All documents and communications between You and other individuals, including 

members of the South Carolina General Assembly and their staff or employees, and organizations 

and third parties related to H. 4493, Predecessor Maps, and redistricting in South Carolina. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants produce herewith all documents and 

communications received through the Redistricting Website and sent or received via the 

Redistricting e-mail address, and is compiling for production any other documents or 

communications received at any public hearing or meeting of the Redistricting Ad Hoc 

Committee, which would include documents responsive to this Request. House Defendants 
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object to this Request to the extent it seeks the production of documents or information that 

is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) and/or is protected by legislative 

privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product doctrine. Pending a 

determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges applicable to this 

proceeding, all responsive non-privileged documents have been or are being processed in 

order to be produced. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18:   

All documents and communications between You and other individuals, including 

members of the South Carolina General Assembly and their staff or employees, concerning the 

Map Room. 

RESPONSE House Defendants have produced or are processing for production 

documents and communications related to the operation and scheduling of the Map Room. 

House Defendants object to this Request to the extent it seeks the production of documents 

or information that is not subject to disclosure under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) and/or is protected 

by legislative privilege, the attorney/client privilege, or the work-product doctrine. Pending 

a determination by the Court as to the application and scope of the privileges applicable to 

this proceeding, all responsive non-privileged documents have been or are being processed 

in order to be produced.  

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19:   

All documents and communications between You and third parties concerning the Map 

Room. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants direct Plaintiffs to the Response to Request No. 18. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20:   

All documents and communications concerning the Map Room and redistricting in South 

Carolina. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants object to this Request on the grounds that it is overly 

broad and unbridled in scope, such that it represents an undue burden and exceeds the scope 

of discovery. Further answering, to the extent a reasonable scope can be applied to the 

Request, it is cumulative of Plaintiffs’ foregoing Requests and House Defendants direct 

Plaintiffs to the Responses thereto. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21:   

All documents and communications concerning oral and written testimony, public 

comments, and other documents submitted before, during, or after any South Carolina legislative 

hearing, any Committee meetings, and any House or Senate floor review of H. 4493 and 

Predecessor Maps. 

RESPONSE: House Defendants are not aware of any non-privileged responsive 

documents or communications in their possession that have not been captured by Plaintiffs’ 

foregoing Requests and House Defendants’ Responses, but are continuing to search for 

potentially responsive non-privileged documents and will supplement this Response as 

appropriate.  
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Respectfully submitted, 

 

s/ Mark C. Moore 
William W. Wilkins (Fed. ID No. 4662) 
Andrew A. Mathias (Fed. ID No. 10166) 
Konstantine P. Diamaduros (Fed. ID No. 12368) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
104 S. Main Street, Suite 900 (29601) 
Post Office Box 10648 
Greenville, SC 29603-0648 
Telephone: 864.370.2211 
BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com  
AMathias@nexsenpruet.com  
KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Mark C. Moore (Fed. ID No. 4956) 
Jennifer J. Hollingsworth (Fed. ID No. 11704) 
Hamilton B. Barber (Fed. ID No. 13306) 
Michael A. Parente (Fed. ID No. 13358) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
1230 Main Street, Suite 700 (29201) 
Post Office Drawer 2426 
Columbia, SC 29202 
Telephone: 803.771.8900 
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com  
HBarber@nexsenpruet.com  
MParente@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Rhett D. Ricard (Fed. ID No. 13549)  
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
205 King Street, Suite 400  
Charleston, SC 29401  
Telephone: 843.720.1707 
RRicard@nexsenpruet.com  

Attorneys for James H. Lucas, Chris Murphy, and 
Wallace H. Jordan 

January 24, 2022 
Columbia, South Carolina 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on January 24, 2022, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 

served on all counsel of record by electronic mail. 

s/ Mark C. Moore  
Mark C. Moore 
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Austin 

Charleston 

Charlotte 

Columbia 

Greensboro 

Greenville 

Bluffton / Hilton Head 

Myrtle Beach 

Raleigh 

1230 Main Street 
Suite 700 (29201) 

PO BOX 2426 
Columbia, SC  29202 

www.nexsenpruet.com 

T (803) 540-2146 
F 803.727.1458 
E MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 

 

 
 

Mark C. Moore 
Member 

 

January 24, 2022 

DELIVERED VIA EMAIL 

Chris Bryant 
Boroughs Bryant, LLC  
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208  
Columbia, SC 29201 
chris@boroughsbryant.com 

Re: House Defendants First Rolling Production 

Dear Chris: 
 
On behalf of Defendants James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the 
South Carolina House of Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the South Carolina House of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and 
Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of the South Carolina House of 
Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the “House 
Defendants”), we are producing a first set of documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ First 
Set of Requests for Production of Documents dated January 7, 2022. As we discussed 
and agreed, we are producing these documents on a rolling basis and we intend to 
produce additional documents this week. This production contains emails from the 
redistricting@schouse.gov email account.  

As requested, the first production is being sent via FTP to all counsel of record for 
Plaintiffs. Because the productions are expected to be voluminous, we intend to send 
the productions to only the following counsel for the other defendants: (1) Rob Tyson 
for the Senate; (2) Liz Crum for the Election Commission; and (3) Thomas Limehouse 
for Governor McMaster. If counsel for the other defendants request that we provide 
copies of the productions to additional counsel, please let us know. The production 
includes 1,852 documents Bates labeled SC_HOUSE_0000001 – 
SC_HOUSE_0010047.  
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.  
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January 24, 2022 
Page 2 
 

Very truly yours, 

 
Mark C. Moore 

cc:  Allen Chaney 
Antonio Ingram 
John Cusick 
Leah Aden 
Patricia Yan 
Raymond Audain 
Samantha Osaki 
Somil Trivedi 
Adriel Cepeda Derieux 
Stuart Naifeh     
Sarah Gryll 
Thomas Limehouse 
Christopher Mills 
Grayson Lambert 
Michael Shedd 
Rob Tyson 
La'Jessica Stringfellow 
Lisle Traywick  
John Gore 
Steve Kenny 
Jane Trinkley 
Liz Crum 
Michael Burchstead 
Thomas Nicolson 
William Wilkins 
Andrew Mathias 
Jennifer Hollingsworth 
Michael Parente 
Hamilton Barber 
Erica Wells 
Konstantine Diamaduros  
Shannon Lipham 
Rhett Ricard 
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Columbia, SC  29202 
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T (803) 540-2146 
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E MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 

 

 
 

Mark C. Moore 
Member 

 

January 25, 2022 

DELIVERED VIA EMAIL 

Chris Bryant 
Boroughs Bryant, LLC  
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208  
Columbia, SC 29201 
chris@boroughsbryant.com 

Re: House Defendants Second Rolling Production 

Dear Chris: 
 
On behalf of Defendants James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the 
South Carolina House of Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the South Carolina House of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and 
Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of the South Carolina House of 
Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the “House 
Defendants”), we are producing a second set of documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ 
First Set of Requests for Production of Documents dated January 7, 2022. As we 
discussed and agreed, we are producing these documents on a rolling basis and we 
intend to produce additional documents this week. This production contains documents 
from the House redistricting websites from the 2001, 2011, and 2021 redistricting 
cycles, with the corresponding request for production number attached.  

As requested, the second production is being sent via FTP to all counsel of record for 
Plaintiffs. Because the productions are expected to be voluminous, we intend to send 
the productions to only the following counsel for the other defendants: (1) Rob Tyson 
for the Senate; (2) Liz Crum for the Election Commission; and (3) Thomas Limehouse, 
Grayson Lambert, and Michael Shedd for Governor McMaster. If counsel for the other 
defendants request that we provide copies of the productions to additional counsel, 
please let us know. The production includes 2,362 documents Bates labeled 
SC_HOUSE_00010048 – SC_HOUSE_0035735, which includes the 2001 website 
Bates labeled as SC_HOUSE_0010048 - SC_HOUSE_0010307, the 2011 website 
Bates labeled as SC_HOUSE_0010308 - SC_HOUSE_0029881, and the 2021 website 
Bates labeled as SC_HOUSE_0029882 - SC_HOUSE_0035735.  
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Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.  
 
Very truly yours, 

 
Mark C. Moore 
 
cc:  Allen Chaney 

Antonio Ingram 
John Cusick 
Leah Aden 
Patricia Yan 
Raymond Audain 
Samantha Osaki 
Somil Trivedi 
Adriel Cepeda Derieux 
Stuart Naifeh     
Sarah Gryll 
John Freedman 
Thomas Limehouse 
Christopher Mills 
Grayson Lambert 
Michael Shedd 
Rob Tyson 
La'Jessica Stringfellow 
Lisle Traywick  
John Gore 
Steve Kenny 
Jane Trinkley 
Liz Crum 
Michael Burchstead 
Thomas Nicolson 
William Wilkins 
Andrew Mathias 
Jennifer Hollingsworth 
Michael Parente 
Hamilton Barber 
Erica Wells 
Konstantine Diamaduros  
Shannon Lipham 
Rhett Ricard 
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E MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 

 

 
 

Mark C. Moore 
Member 

 

January 27, 2022 

DELIVERED VIA EMAIL 

Chris Bryant 
Boroughs Bryant, LLC  
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208  
Columbia, SC 29201 
chris@boroughsbryant.com 

Re: House Defendants’ Third Rolling Production 

Dear Chris: 
 
On behalf of Defendants James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the 
South Carolina House of Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the South Carolina House of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and 
Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of the South Carolina House of 
Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the “House 
Defendants”), we are producing a third set of documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ First 
Set of Requests for Production of Documents and Interrogatories dated January 7, 
2022. As we discussed and agreed, we are producing these documents on a rolling basis 
and we intend to produce additional documents this week. This production contains 
legislative manuals dating back to 1980, which are responsive to Interrogatory No. 3.  

As requested, the second production is being sent via FTP to all counsel of record for 
Plaintiffs. Because the productions are expected to be voluminous, we intend to send 
the productions to only the following counsel for the other defendants: (1) Rob Tyson 
for the Senate; (2) Liz Crum for the Election Commission; and (3) Thomas Limehouse, 
Grayson Lambert, and Michael Shedd for Governor McMaster. If counsel for the other 
defendants request that we provide copies of the productions to additional counsel, 
please let us know. The production includes 158 documents Bates labelled 
SC_HOUSE_0035736 – SC_HOUSE_0061491. 
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.  
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Very truly yours, 

 
Mark C. Moore 
 
cc:  Allen Chaney 

Antonio Ingram 
John Cusick 
Leah Aden 
Patricia Yan 
Raymond Audain 
Samantha Osaki 
Somil Trivedi 
Adriel Cepeda Derieux 
Stuart Naifeh     
Sarah Gryll 
John Freedman 
Thomas Limehouse 
Christopher Mills 
Grayson Lambert 
Michael Shedd 
Rob Tyson 
La'Jessica Stringfellow 
Lisle Traywick  
John Gore 
Steve Kenny 
Jane Trinkley 
Liz Crum 
Michael Burchstead 
Thomas Nicolson 
William Wilkins 
Andrew Mathias 
Jennifer Hollingsworth 
Michael Parente 
Hamilton Barber 
Erica Wells 
Konstantine Diamaduros  
Shannon Lipham 
Rhett Ricard 
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Mark C. Moore 
Member 

 

January 28, 2022 

DELIVERED VIA EMAIL 

Chris Bryant 
Boroughs Bryant, LLC  
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208  
Columbia, SC 29201 
chris@boroughsbryant.com 

Re: House Defendants’ Fourth Rolling Production 

Dear Chris: 
 
On behalf of Defendants James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the 
South Carolina House of Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the South Carolina House of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and 
Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of the South Carolina House of 
Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the “House 
Defendants”), we are producing a fourth set of documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ First 
Set of Requests for Production of Documents and Interrogatories dated January 7, 
2022. As we discussed and agreed, we are producing these documents on a rolling 
basis. This production contains videos of meetings and files from the South Carolina 
Election Commission.  

As requested, this fourth production is being sent via FTP to all counsel of record for 
Plaintiffs. Because the productions are expected to be voluminous, we intend to send 
the productions to only the following counsel for the other defendants: (1) Rob Tyson 
for the Senate; (2) Liz Crum for the Election Commission; and (3) Thomas Limehouse, 
Grayson Lambert, and Michael Shedd for Governor McMaster. If counsel for the other 
defendants request that we provide copies of the productions to additional counsel, 
please let us know. The production includes 32 documents Bates labelled 
SC_HOUSE_0061492 – SC_HOUSE_0061523. The videos are Bates labelled 
SC_HOUSE_0061492 – SC_HOUSE_0061515 and the Election Commission files 
are Bates labelled SC_HOUSE_0061516 – SC_HOUSE_0061523.  
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.  
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Very truly yours, 

 
Mark C. Moore 
 
cc:  Allen Chaney 

Antonio Ingram 
John Cusick 
Leah Aden 
Patricia Yan 
Raymond Audain 
Samantha Osaki 
Somil Trivedi 
Adriel Cepeda Derieux 
Stuart Naifeh     
Sarah Gryll 
John Freedman 
Gina Colarusso 
Thomas Limehouse 
Christopher Mills 
Grayson Lambert 
Michael Shedd 
Rob Tyson 
Cynthia Nygord 
La’Jessica Stringfellow 
Lisle Traywick  
John Gore 
Steve Kenny 
Jane Trinkley 
Liz Crum 
Michael Burchstead 
Thomas Nicolson 
William Wilkins 
Andrew Mathias 
Jennifer Hollingsworth 
Michael Parente 
Hamilton Barber 
Erica Wells 
Konstantine Diamaduros  
Shannon Lipham 
Rhett Ricard 
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Mark C. Moore 
Member 

 

February 1, 2022 

DELIVERED VIA EMAIL 

Chris Bryant 
Boroughs Bryant, LLC  
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208  
Columbia, SC 29201 
chris@boroughsbryant.com 

Re: House Defendants’ Fifth Rolling Production 

Dear Chris: 
 
On behalf of Defendants James H. Lucas (in his official capacity as Speaker of the 
South Carolina House of Representatives), Chris Murphy (in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the South Carolina House of Representatives Judiciary Committee), and 
Wallace H. Jordan (in his official as Chairman of the South Carolina House of 
Representatives Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee) (collectively, the “House 
Defendants”), we are producing a fifth set of documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ First 
Set of Requests for Production of Documents and Interrogatories dated January 7, 
2022. As we discussed and agreed, we are producing these documents on a rolling 
basis. This production contains documents related to the public hearings. The RFP 
designations are attached.  

As requested, this fifth production is being sent via FTP to all counsel of record for 
Plaintiffs. Because the productions are expected to be voluminous, we intend to send 
the productions to only the following counsel for the other defendants: (1) Rob Tyson 
for the Senate; (2) Liz Crum and Jane Trinkley for the Election Commission; and (3) 
Thomas Limehouse, Grayson Lambert, and Michael Shedd for Governor McMaster. If 
counsel for the other defendants request that we provide copies of the productions to 
additional counsel, please let us know. The production includes 91 documents Bates 
labelled SC_HOUSE_0061524 – SC_HOUSE_0062043.  
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.  
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Very truly yours, 

 
Mark C. Moore 
 
cc:  Allen Chaney 

Antonio Ingram 
John Cusick 
Leah Aden 
Patricia Yan 
Raymond Audain 
Samantha Osaki 
Somil Trivedi 
Adriel Cepeda Derieux 
Stuart Naifeh     
Sarah Gryll 
John Freedman 
Gina Colarusso 
Thomas Limehouse 
Christopher Mills 
Grayson Lambert 
Michael Shedd 
Rob Tyson 
Cynthia Nygord 
La’Jessica Stringfellow 
Lisle Traywick  
John Gore 
Steve Kenny 
Jane Trinkley 
Liz Crum 
Michael Burchstead 
Thomas Nicolson 
William Wilkins 
Andrew Mathias 
Jennifer Hollingsworth 
Michael Parente 
Hamilton Barber 
Erica Wells 
Konstantine Diamaduros  
Shannon Lipham 
Rhett Ricard 
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 Pursuant to Rules 26 and 34 of the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure, the South Carolina 

State Conference of the NAACP (“SC NAACP”) and Taiwan Scott (together, “Plaintiffs”) 

hereby object and respond to Defendants James H. Lucas, Chris Murphy, and Wallace H. 

Jordan’s (“House Defendants”) First Set of Requests for Production (“Requests” or “RFPs”). 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiffs’ objections and responses contained herein (“Objections and Responses”) are 

based on information reasonably available to Plaintiffs at this time.  Plaintiffs reserve the right to 

amend and/or supplement their Objections and Responses based on new information obtained in 

discovery or otherwise in the course of this action. 

Information contained in any Objections and Responses pursuant to these Requests is not 

an admission or acknowledgement by Plaintiffs that such information is relevant to any claim or 

defense in this action; is without prejudice to Plaintiffs’ right to contend at any trial or in any 

other proceeding, in this action or otherwise, that such information is inadmissible, irrelevant, 

immaterial, or not the proper basis for discovery; and is without prejudice to or waiver of any 

objection to any future use of such information. 

Specific objections to each separate Request are made below.  Additionally, Plaintiffs 

makes certain continuing objections to the Requests, also listed below (“Continuing 

Objections”).  These Continuing Objections, including with respect to the definitions and 

instructions, are incorporated by reference into all of the responses made with respect to each 

separate Request.  Plaintiffs’ responses to each individual Request are submitted without 

prejudice to, and without in any respect waiving, any Continuing Objections not expressly set 

forth in that response.  Accordingly, the inclusion of any specific objection in any response 

below is neither intended as, nor shall in any way be deemed, a waiver of any Continuing 
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Objection or of any other specific objection made herein or that may be asserted at a later date. 

 CONTINUING OBJECTIONS 

Plaintiffs incorporate each of the following Continuing Objections in their response to 

each Request.  In addition to these Continuing Objections, Plaintiffs may also state specific 

objections to Requests where appropriate, including objections that are not generally applicable 

to all the Requests.  By setting forth such specific objections, Plaintiffs do not intend to limit or 

restrict its Continuing Objections. 

1. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it imposes on Plaintiffs any 

obligations that are inconsistent with or beyond those imposed by the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, the Local Rules, or any applicable order of the Court. 

2. Plaintiffs object to each Definition, Instruction, or Request to the extent it seeks 

production of documents or information subject to the attorney-client privilege, the work-product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege, rule, doctrine, or immunity, whether 

created by statute or common law.  Each Request has been read to exclude discovery of such 

privileged information.  Inadvertent production of any such information does not constitute a 

waiver of any privilege or any other ground for objecting to discovery with respect to such 

information or document, nor does inadvertent production waive the right of Plaintiffs to object 

to the use of any such information in any proceeding. 

3. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it seeks information that is not 

relevant to any party’s claims or defenses.  See Rule 26(b)(1).  

4. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it is not proportional to the needs of 

the case, “considering the importance of the issues at stake in the action . . . the parties’ relative 

access to relevant information, the parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in 
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resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its 

likely benefit.”  See Rule 26(b)(1). 

5. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it seeks discovery of electronically 

stored information that is not reasonably accessible due to undue burden or cost, in violation of 

Rule 26(b)(2)(B). 

6. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent that it seeks information that is 

outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control. 

7. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it seeks a legal conclusion or 

requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to fully respond. 

CONTINUING OBJECTIONS TO HOUSE DEFENDANTS’ INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Plaintiffs object to Instructions 1-9 to the extent they impose on Plaintiffs any 

obligations that are inconsistent with or beyond those imposed by the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, the Local Rules, or any applicable Order of the Court or agreement between the 

parties. 

2. Plaintiffs object to Instruction 6 to the extent that it purports to impose upon 

Plaintiffs any obligations that are broader than or inconsistent with the Federal Rules or any 

Order of this Court.  Plaintiffs will log privileged documents in accordance with their obligations 

under the Federal Rules or agreement between the parties 

3. Plaintiffs object to the definitions in Instruction 7 to the extent it render the 

Requests irrelevant, vague and ambiguous, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 

proportional to the needs of the case. 

CONTINUING OBJECTIONS TO HOUSE DEFENDANTS’ DEFINITIONS 

By submitting these Objections and Responses, Plaintiffs do not adopt House 
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Defendants’ purported definition of words and phrases contained in the Instructions to House 

Defendants’ Requests.  Plaintiffs interpret all words contained in the Requests in accordance 

with their ordinary and customary meanings. 

1. Plaintiffs object to the definitions “SC NAACP” and “Plaintiff Scott” on the 

ground that they are overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the 

case to the extent they purport to require Plaintiff Taiwan Scott to respond on behalf of “all other 

similarly situated persons” and purport to require Plaintiff SC NAACP to respond on behalf of 

“its employees, agents, officers, directors, representatives, consultants, accountants” as well as 

“anyone acting on SC NAACP’s behalf” without regard to the to this action.  Plaintiffs object to 

the definitions of “SC NAACP” and “Plaintiff Scott” to the extent they purport to require 

Plaintiffs to reveal information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  For purposes 

of these Objections and Responses, Plaintiff Taiwan Scott responds only on his own behalf, and 

Plaintiff SC NAACP responds only on its own behalf. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

REQUEST NO. 1:   

All documents, photographs, plats, sketches, or information of any kind, identified, 

referenced, referred to or relied on in answering the House Defendants’ First Set of 

Interrogatories. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly 
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burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on 

the ground that it is duplicative of Request No. 2.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground 

that it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work 

product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, Plaintiffs agree to produce any non-privileged 

documents referenced in their responses to House Defendants’ interrogatories. 

REQUEST NO. 2: 

All non-privileged documents or other information referenced or reviewed in the  

preparation of the answers to the House Defendants’ First Set of Interrogatories, or otherwise 

relied upon by you or your attorneys in answering House Defendants’ First Set of 

Interrogatories. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the 

extent that it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, Plaintiffs agree to produce any documents referenced in 

their responses to House Defendants’ interrogatories. 

REQUEST NO. 3:  
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All non-privileged documents and communications, whether written, electronically  

stored or recorded (including audio), in your possession, custody, or control related to any claim  

or defense in this case. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll non-privileged documents” related to “any claim or defense in this case.”  Plaintiffs object 

to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to 

respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it is duplicative of other Requests.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by 

the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable 

privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information 

that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and 

this Request seeks information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House 

Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and the specific information 

sought by House Defendants beyond what is sought in other Requests and beyond what Plaintiffs 

have otherwise agreed to produce. 

REQUEST NO. 4: 

All written or recorded statements or affidavits, including drafts thereof, from  
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persons who are known or believed to be witnesses to the facts of this case. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on 

the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not proportional to the 

needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce statements or affidavits 

from witnesses or potential witnesses without regard to the subject matter of this case.  Plaintiffs 

object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the 

attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege 

or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is 

outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this 

Request seeks information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that constitute recorded statements or 

affidavits for persons he knows or believes to be witnesses to the facts of this case, so he does 

not have documents to produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-
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privileged documents, if any, that constitute recorded statements or affidavits. 

REQUEST NO. 5:   

All documents provided to, considered by, or relied upon by ay expert or consultant  

you intend to call as an expert witness at trial. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the 

extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work 

product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to 

this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiff’s knowledge, 

possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is 

in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will produce all sources and materials 

relied upon by its experts. 

REQUEST NO. 6:   

Copies of all files in Plaintiffs’ possession, custody, or control used in or generated  

by any GIS, statistics, programming, or word-processing software or web application (i.e.  

Maptitude, ArcGIS, R, SPSS, Microsoft Excel, Python, Microsoft Word, Dave’s Redistricting) to  

analyze or draw or in analyzing or drawing maps related to South Carolina house or 

congressional districts including, but not limited to, files containing or consisting of maps, 
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macros, vector or raster data; voter or election data; or layers, labels, or settings files (to include 

themes or styles). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require 

Plaintiffs to produce “all files” used or generated to analyze or draw maps related to South 

Carolina districts.   Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected 

from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any 

other applicable privilege or protection.   

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and the specific information 

sought by House Defendants beyond what is sought in other Requests and beyond what Plaintiffs 

have otherwise agreed to produce. 

REQUEST NO. 7:   

Any memoranda, affidavits, or other reports or opinions you have received from  

any expert witness. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is irrelevant, overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require 
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Plaintiffs to produce “[a]ny memoranda, affidavits, or other reports or opinions” received from 

any expert witness.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected 

from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any 

other applicable privilege or protection. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will produce all sources and materials 

relied upon by its experts . 

REQUEST NO. 8: 

All documents you intend to rely upon at trial or use to question any witness during  

a deposition. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case.  Plaintiffs object to this on the Ground that it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiff’s knowledge, possession, 

custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the 

possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the parameters of a mutual exchange of anticipated 

trial exhibits or other materials that the parties intend to submit to the Court. 
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The Request is premature and Plaintiffs will provide this information at time exhibit 

disclosure is required under the Court’s scheduling order. 

REQUEST NO. 9:   

All documents received from a third party in response to a subpoena or public  

records request relating to this case. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.   

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs state that they do not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that reflect documents received from a third 

party in response to a subpoena or public records request relating to this case, so they do not 

have documents to produce in response to this Request.. 

REQUEST NO. 10:   

All documents and communications related to the current redistricting cycle and/or  

your claims in this case between you and any member of South Carolina House of 

Representatives, including but not limited to emails, text messages, social media 

communications, and other written or electronically stored correspondence. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents and communications” related to the current redistricting cycle and/or any claim 
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or defense in this case between Plaintiffs and any member of South Carolina House of 

Representatives.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to 

formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents reflecting communications between SC 

NAACP and any member of the South Carolina House of Representatives related to the current 

redistricting cycle, so he does not have documents to produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents that reflect communications between SC NAACP and any member of the 

South Carolina House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle.  The SC 

NAACP is not in possession of documents that have not been already provided to House 

Defendants in the form of comments, letters, and maps that were submitted to, and its testimony 

before, the House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle.  The SC NAACP 

is not in possession of any email, text messages, or email communications between it and 

members of the South Carolina House of Representatives.  

REQUEST NO. 11:   

 All non-privileged documents and communications between you and any third party 
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related to any claims or defenses in this case, or any relief you seek in this case. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll non-privileged documents and communications” with third parties related to “any claim or 

defense in this case, or any relief you seek in this case.”  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the 

extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work 

product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and the specific information 

sought by House Defendants beyond what is sought in other Requests and beyond what Plaintiffs 

have otherwise agreed to produce. 

REQUEST NO. 12: 

All documents and communications related to the first cause of action in your  

Amended Complaint (Racial Gerrymandering in Violation of the Fourteenth Amendment). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” related to the first cause of action in the First Amended Complaint.  Plaintiffs 
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object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to 

respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention 

discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 

WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 

used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, 

custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the 

possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants.  

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ first cause of action in its First Amended Complaint have already been provided by 

the SC NAACP and can be found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were 

submitted to, and its testimony before, the House of Representatives related to the current 

redistricting cycle and therefore are already in House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant 

documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ expert reports that have been disclosed and in its 

rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 2021.  

REQUEST NO. 13:   

All documents and communications related to the second cause of action in your  

Amended Complaint (Intentional Discrimination in Violation of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth  
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Amendments of the U.S. Constitution).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

““[a]ll documents” related to the second cause of action in the First Amended Complaint.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal 

conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper 

contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-

00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that 

simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly 

generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s 

requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to 

be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the 

extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work 

product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to 

this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, 

possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is 

in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ second cause of action in its First Amended Complaint have already been provided 

by the SC NAACP and can be found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were 
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submitted to, and its testimony before, the House of Representatives related to the current 

redistricting cycle and therefore are already in House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant 

documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ expert reports that have been disclosed and in its 

rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 2021.  

REQUEST NO. 14:   

All documents and communications related to the third cause of action in your  

Amended Complaint (Violation of the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. 

Constitution).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.   

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs are no longer alleging 

that U.S. Congressional Districts are malapportioned in violation of the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments of the U.S. Constitution under Count Three of their Second Amended Complaint.  

As a result, this claim is moot and Plaintiffs will not be producing documents or communications 

in response to this Request.  

REQUEST NO. 15:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that the U.S.  

Congressional districts remain malapportioned. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 2).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.   
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Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs are no longer alleging 

that South Carolina’s U.S. Congressional Districts are malapportioned in violation of the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution under Count Three of their Second 

Amended Complaint.  As a result, this claim is moot and Plaintiffs will not be producing 

documents or communications in response to this Request. 

REQUEST NO. 16:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that H. 4493 was  

motivated by a discriminatory purpose. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 4). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce  

“[a]ll documents” supporting the allegation that H. 4493 was motivated by a discriminatory 

purpose.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a 

legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes 

improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 

3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 

of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 
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privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that H. 4493 was motivated by a 

discriminatory purpose have already been provided by the SC NAACP and can be found in the 

SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were submitted to, and its testimony before, the 

House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle and therefore are already in 

House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ expert 

reports that have been disclosed and in its rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 

2021. 

REQUEST NO. 17:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that the Challenged  

Districts in H. 4493 were adopted with a racially discriminatory intent to discriminate against 

Black voters. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 170). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce  

“[a]ll documents” supporting the allegation that the Challenged Districts were adopted with a 

racially discriminatory intent.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires 
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Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the 

ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class 

Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 

2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate 

requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on 

opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable 

particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations 

omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from 

disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other 

applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this request as duplicative of Request No. 

16.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside 

Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request 

seeks information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that the Challenged Districts in H. 4493 

were adopted with a racially discriminatory intent to discriminate against Black voters have 

already been provided by the SC NAACP and can be found in the SC NAACP’s comments, 

letters, and maps that were submitted to, and its testimony before, the House of Representatives 

related to the current redistricting cycle and therefore are already in House Defendants’ 

possession.  Relevant documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ expert reports that have been 

disclosed and in its rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 2021. 

REQUEST NO. 18:   
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All documents and communications supporting your allegation that H. 4493 will have a 

discriminatory impact on Black South Carolinians. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 171).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce  

“[a]ll documents” supporting the allegation that H. 4493 will have a discriminatory impact on 

Black South Carolinians.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs 

to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, 

LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 

of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that H. 4493 will have a discriminatory 
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impact on Black South Carolinians have already been provided by the SC NAACP and can be 

found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were submitted to, and its testimony 

before, the House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle and therefore are 

already in House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ 

expert reports, particularly the expert reports of  Dr. Moon Duchin, Dr. Kosuke Imai, Dr. Joseph 

Bagley, Dr. Baodong Liu, and Dr. Jordan Ragusa, that have been disclosed and in its rebuttal 

reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 2021. 

REQUEST NO. 19:   

For each Challenged District, produce all documents and communications supporting 

your allegation that the House Defendants used race as the predominant factor in creating the 

Challenged District. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 4). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

for “each Challenged District” “all documents” supporting the allegation that House Defendants 

used race as the predominant factor in creating the Challenged District.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  

See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 

7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 
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used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, 

custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the 

possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that the House Defendants used race as 

the predominant factor in creating the Challenged District have already been provided by the SC 

NAACP and can be found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were submitted 

to, and its testimony before, the House of Representatives related to the current redistricting 

cycle and therefore are already in House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant documents can also 

be found in Plaintiffs’ expert reports that have been disclosed and in its rebuttal reports that will 

be disclosed on February 7, 2021. 

REQUEST NO. 20:   

For each Challenged District, produce all documents and communications  

supporting your allegation that the race predominated over traditional redistricting principles, 

such as compactness, contiguity, and respect for political subdivisions or communities. (See, 

e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 164). 
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RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

for “each Challenged District” “all documents” supporting the allegation that race predominated 

over traditional redistricting principles.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on 

the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class 

Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 

2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate 

requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on 

opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable 

particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations 

omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from 

disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other 

applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks 

information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is 

ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the 

House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that race predominated over traditional 

redistricting principles, such as compactness, contiguity, and respect for political subdivisions or 
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communities have already been provided by the SC NAACP and can be found in the SC 

NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were submitted to, and its testimony before, the 

House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle and therefore are already in 

House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ expert 

reports, particularly the expert reports of  Dr. Moon Duchin, Dr. Kosuke Imai, and Dr. Jordan 

Ragusa, that have been disclosed and in its rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 

2021. 

REQUEST NO. 21:   

Produce all documents and communications supporting your allegation that Black  

voters were either “packed” or “cracked” for the purpose of diluting their vote in each of the  

Challenged Districts. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶¶ 4-5). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“all documents” supporting the allegation that Black voters were either “packed” or “cracked” 

for the purpose of diluting their vote in each of the Challenged Districts.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  

See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 

7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 
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used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, 

custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the 

possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that Black voters were either “packed” or 

“cracked” for the purpose of diluting their vote in each of the Challenged Districts have already 

been provided by the SC NAACP and can be found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and 

maps that were submitted to, and its testimony before, the House of Representatives related to 

the current redistricting cycle and therefore are already in House Defendants’ possession.  

Relevant documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ expert reports that have been disclosed and 

in its rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on February 7, 2021. 

REQUEST NO. 22:   

All documents and communications evidencing and demonstrating one or more of  

your members and constituents would have individual standing to bring your claims in each and  

evidence Challenged District. (See Am. Compl. at ¶¶ 16-18). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  
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Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” demonstrating that on or more members and constituents would have 

individual standing to bring your claims in each Challenged District.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  

See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 

7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 

used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, 

custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the 

possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and information SC NAACP 

is willing to provide concerning its members consistent with NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 

(1958) (holding, inter alia, that “[c]ompelled disclosure of membership in an organization 

engaged in advocacy of particular beliefs” violates the constitutional right to freedom of 
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assembly).  Information responsive to this Request can be found in the First Amended 

Complaint, ECF 84 ¶¶ 16-18.   

REQUEST NO. 23:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that your members  

and constituents currently live in each and every Challenged District. (See Am. Compl. at ¶ 18).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” supporting the allegation that SC NAACP’s members and constituents 

currently live in each Challenged District.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, 

LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 

of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

request as duplicative of Request No. 22.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks 

information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, 
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custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the 

possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and information SC NAACP 

is willing to provide concerning its members consistent with NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 

(1958) (holding, inter alia, that “[c]ompelled disclosure of membership in an organization 

engaged in advocacy of particular beliefs” violates the constitutional right to freedom of 

assembly). 

REQUEST NO. 24:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that your members  

include registered voters in each and every Challenged District. (See Am. Compl. at ¶ 18).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” supporting the allegation that SC NAACP members include registered voters 

in each Challenged District.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes 

improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 

3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 
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of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and information SC NAACP 

is willing to provide concerning its members consistent with NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 

(1958) (holding, inter alia, that “[c]ompelled disclosure of membership in an organization 

engaged in advocacy of particular beliefs” violates the constitutional right to freedom of 

assembly). 

REQUEST NO. 25:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that your members  

have been or will continue to be harmed by H. 4493. (See Am. Compl. at ¶ 18). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents supporting your allegation that SC NAACP members have been or will be 

harmed by H. 4493.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to 

formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 
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constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, 

LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 

of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, relevant documents in support 

of Plaintiffs’ allegation in its First Amended Complaint that our members have been or will 

continue to be harmed by H. 4493 have already been provided by the SC NAACP and can be 

found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were submitted to, and its testimony 

before, the House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle and therefore are 

already in House Defendants’ possession.  Relevant documents can also be found in Plaintiffs’ 

expert reports that have been disclosed and in its rebuttal reports that will be disclosed on 

February 7, 2021. 

REQUEST NO. 26:   

All documents and communications establishing the identity and residential address of 

each of your members who currently lives in any of the Challenged Districts. (See, e.g., Am. 

Compl. at ¶ 18). 
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RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” establishing the identity and residential address of each SC NAACP member 

who currently lives in any of the Challenged Districts.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the 

ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class 

Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 

2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate 

requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on 

opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable 

particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations 

omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from 

disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other 

applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks 

information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is 

ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the 

House Defendants. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and information SC NAACP 

is willing to provide concerning its members consistent with NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 

(1958) (holding, inter alia, that “[c]ompelled disclosure of membership in an organization 
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engaged in advocacy of particular beliefs” violates the constitutional right to freedom of 

assembly). 

REQUEST NO. 27:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that you have 

members who are registered voters and constituents currently living in allegedly malapportioned  

U.S. Congressional districts. (See Am. Compl. at ¶ 19). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs are no longer alleging 

that South Carolina’s U.S. Congressional Districts are malapportioned in violation of the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution under Count Three of their Second 

Amended Complaint.  As a result, this claim is moot and Plaintiffs will not be producing 

documents or communications in response to this Request.  

REQUEST NO. 28:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegations related to the  

harms allegedly suffered by your members and constituents. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶¶ 20-21). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” supporting allegations related to the harms suffered by SC NAACP members 
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and constituents.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs to 

formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, 

LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 

of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

REQUEST NO. 29:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that the redistricting  

hearings held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee were largely inaccessible to the  

public. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 67). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“all documents” supporting the allegation that the redistricting hearings held by the House 
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Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee were largely inaccessible to the public.  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. 

First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. 

Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into 

boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens 

on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable 

particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations 

omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from 

disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other 

applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks 

information that is outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is 

ongoing and this Request seeks information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the 

House Defendants. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that relate to the accessibility of public 

hearings held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee, so he does not have documents to 

produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, regarding public access to the redistricting  
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hearings held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee. 

REQUEST NO. 30:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegations that individuals  

were unable to attend a public hearing held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee  

(remotely or in person) due to COVID-19 concerns, work, or family obligations. (See, e.g., Am.  

Compl. at ¶ 68). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents” supporting the allegation that individuals were unable to attend a public 

hearing held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee (remotely or in person) due to 

COVID-19 concerns, work, or family obligations.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground 

that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of 

Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) 

(“Requests for production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can 

be almost mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do 

not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or 

category of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to 

this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 
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knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that relate to individuals unable to attend a 

public hearing held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee (remotely or in person) due to 

COVID-19 concerns, work, or family obligations, so he does not have documents to produce in 

response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, regarding public access to, and attendance at, the redistricting  

hearings held by the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee. 

REQUEST NO. 31:   

All documents and communications evidencing concerns raised by members of the  

public related to a lack of transparency during the redistricting process or the lack of a 

meaningful opportunity for the public to review posted maps. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 79). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 
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“[a]ll documents and communications” by “members of the public” related to the current 

redistricting cycle and/or any claim or defense in this case between Plaintiffs and any member of 

South Carolina House of Representatives.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to 

the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  Plaintiffs 

object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged communications and documents evidencing concerns 

raised by members of the public  related to a lack of transparency during the redistricting process 

or the lack of a meaningful opportunity for the public to review posted maps. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, regarding concerns raised by members of the public related to a 

lack of transparency during the redistricting process or the lack of a meaningful opportunity for 

the public to review posted maps. 

REQUEST NO. 32:   

All documents and communications evidencing the specific factors considered by  
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Plaintiff SC NAACP while developing the maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc  

Committee and proposed in your Amended Complaint. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents and communications” related to the factors considered by SC NAACP while 

developing maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and proposed in the 

First Amended Complaint.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information 

protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, 

or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents and communications evidencing the specific 

factors considered by Plaintiff SC NAACP while developing the maps submitted to the House 

Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and proposed in your First Amended Complaint. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP agrees to search files related to the 

redistricting cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will 

produce non-privileged documents, if any, regarding factors considered by Plaintiff SC NAACP 

while developing the maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and 
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proposed in the First Amended Complaint.  The SC NAACP considered the factors laid out in 

the 2021 Guidelines and Criteria for Congressional and Legislative Redistricting adopted by the 

House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee, see 

https://redistricting.schouse.gov/docs/2021%20Redistricting%20Guidelines.pdf.  

REQUEST NO. 33:   

All documents and communications evidencing a prioritization of any specific  

factor(s) considered by you while developing the maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad  

Hoc Committee and proposed in your Amended Complaint. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents and communications” related to the prioritization of factors considered by SC 

NAACP while developing maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and 

proposed in the First Amended Complaint.  Plaintiffs object to this request as duplicative of 

Request No. 32.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected 

from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any 

other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents regarding factors considered by Plaintiff SC 

NAACP while developing the maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee 
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and proposed in the First Amended Complaint. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, regarding factors considered by Plaintiff SC NAACP while 

developing the maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and proposed in 

the First Amended Complaint.  Relevant documents evidencing the factors considered by the SC 

NAACP while developing the maps submitted to the House Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee 

and proposed in Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint. have already been provided by the SC NAACP 

and can be found in the SC NAACP’s comments, letters, and maps that were submitted to, and 

its testimony before, the House of Representatives related to the current redistricting cycle and 

therefore are already in House Defendants’ possession.  

REQUEST NO. 34:   

All drafts of maps drawn by you or at your direction or request for any and all South  

Carolina House and Congressional Districts in the last twelve (12) months. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll drafts of maps” drawn by Plaintiffs or at their request for any South Carolina House and 

Congressional districts in the last 12 months.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it 
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seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that reflect maps drawn by him or at his 

direction for South Carolina House and Congressional Districts in the last 12 months, so he does 

not have documents to produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, that constitute maps drawn by SC NAACP or at its direction for 

any and all South Carolina House and Congressional Districts in the last 12 months. 

REQUEST NO. 35:   

All documents and communications supporting your allegation that inaction of the  

House Defendants creates the imminent risk of confusion prior to the current candidate 

declaration deadline in March 2022 and possibly the June 2022 primaries. (See, e.g., Am. 

Compl. at ¶ 177). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 
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“all documents” supporting the allegation that inaction of the House Defendants creates an 

imminent risk of confusion prior to the current candidate deadline in March 2022 and possibly 

the June 2022 primaries.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requires Plaintiffs 

to formulate a legal conclusion to respond.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

constitutes improper contention discovery.  See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, 

LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for 

production that simply plug a pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost 

mindlessly generated, and can be used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet 

Rule 34’s requirement that requests describe with reasonable particularity each item or category 

of items to be inspected.”) (quotation marks and citations omitted).  Plaintiffs object to this 

Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it seeks information that is outside Plaintiffs’ 

knowledge, possession, custody, or control.  Discovery is ongoing and this Request seeks 

information that is in the possession, custody, or control of the House Defendants. 

REQUEST NO. 36:   

All documents and communications sent by you to SC NAACP members regarding  

the current redistricting cycle and/or the claims set forth in the First Amended Complaint. This 

request  

includes but is not limited to communications published, posted, or otherwise transmitted  

electronically via the Internet. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 
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Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll documents and communications” sent by Plaintiffs to SC NAACP members regarding the 

current redistricting cycle and/or the claims in the First Amended Complaint.  Plaintiffs object to 

this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that reflect communications sent by him to SC 

NAACP members regarding the current redistricting cycle, so he does not have documents to 

produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs agree to meet and 

confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of this Request and information SC NAACP 

is willing to provide concerning its members consistent with NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 

(1958) (holding, inter alia, that “[c]ompelled disclosure of membership in an organization 

engaged in advocacy of particular beliefs” violates the constitutional right to freedom of 

assembly). 

REQUEST NO. 37:   

All organizational documents for the SC NAACP, specifically including documents  
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evidencing registration with the South Carolina Secretary of State and identifying the 

relationship, if any, with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

(“NAACP”). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll organizational documents.”  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that the 

undefined term “organizational documents” is vague and ambiguous, rendering this Request 

overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the case.  Plaintiffs object 

to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged organizational documents for the SC NAACP, so he does 

not have documents to produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, sufficient to show SC NAACP’s organizational structure, its SC 

NAACP registration with the South Carolina Secretary of State, and its relationship with the 
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NAACP.  Plaintiffs agree to meet and confer with House Defendants concerning the scope of 

this Request and information SC NAACP is willing to provide concerning its members 

consistent with NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958) (holding, inter alia, that “[c]ompelled 

disclosure of membership in an organization engaged in advocacy of particular beliefs” violates 

the constitutional right to freedom of assembly). 

REQUEST NO. 38:   

A copy of the fee agreements you have with any and all counsel who have appeared  

in this litigation on your behalf. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll fee agreements you have with any and all counsel who have appeared in this litigation.”  

Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by 

the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable 

privilege or protection.   

REQUEST NO. 39:   

All documents and communications evidencing that SC NAACP’s members and  

constituents are unable to communicate their concerns to current members of Congress or  

congressional candidates. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 20a). 
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RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  

See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 

7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 

used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted). 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs are no longer alleging 

that South Carolina’s U.S. Congressional Districts are malapportioned in violation of the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution under Count Three of their Second 

Amended Complaint.  As a result, this claim is moot and Plaintiffs will not be producing 

documents or communications in response to this Request. 

REQUEST NO. 40:   

All documents and communications evidencing that any potential candidates for  

Congress are unable to come forward with policy platforms to be supported or opposed by you 

and SC NAACP’s members and constituents until they know the borders of the Congressional  

districts in which they reside and could seek office. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 20b).  

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  

See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 

7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 

used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted). 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs are no longer alleging 

that South Carolina’s U.S. Congressional Districts are malapportioned in violation of the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution under Count Three of their Second 

Amended Complaint.  As a result, this claim is moot and Plaintiffs will not be producing 

documents or communications in response to this Request. 

REQUEST NO. 41:   

All documents and communications evidencing that SC NAACP members and  

constituents who are hindered from contributing financially to Congressional candidates until  

Congressional districts are reapportioned. (See, e.g., Am. Compl. at ¶ 20c). 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it constitutes improper contention discovery.  

See, e.g., Martinez v. First Class Interiors of Naples, LLC, No. 3:18-CV-00583, 2020 WL 

7027504, at *6 (M.D. Tenn. Nov. 30, 2020) (“Requests for production that simply plug a 

pleading’s allegations into boilerplate requests can be almost mindlessly generated, and can be 
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used to impose great burdens on opponents, and do not meet Rule 34’s requirement that requests 

describe with reasonable particularity each item or category of items to be inspected.”) 

(quotation marks and citations omitted). 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiffs are no longer alleging 

that South Carolina U.S. Congressional Districts are malapportioned in violation of the First and 

Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution under Count Three of their Second Amended 

Complaint.  As a result, this claim is moot and Plaintiffs will not be producing documents or 

communications in response to this Request. 

REQUEST NO. 42:   

A copy of all RPV analyses for South Carolina created, reviewed, considered or  

referenced by you in the last twelve (12) months, including any drafts. For versions for which  

native format files exist, the native files should be produced without alteration of modification. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll RPV analyses” for South Carolina in the last 12 months.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to 

the extent it seeks information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any non-privileged documents that constitute RPV analyses, so he does not 
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have documents to produce in response to this Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP will search files related to the redistricting 

cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will produce non-

privileged documents, if any, that constitute RPV analyses created or reviewed by SC NAACP in 

the last 12 months.  SC NAACP relied upon analyses from the NAACP Legal Defense and 

Educational Fund, Inc. who contracted a consultant to do.  The statewide results of which are 

part of the expert report of Baodong Liu.  

REQUEST NO. 43:   

A copy of all correspondence and documents or other information you sent to or  

received from any of the following organizations and/or its representatives that in any way  

reference, refer to or relate to the 2021 redistricting cycle in South Carolina and/or your claims in  

this case: 

i. League of Women Voters of South Carolina;  

ii. South Carolina Progressive Network;  

iii. NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund; 

iv. South Carolina Appleseed Legal Justice Center; 

v. American Civil Liberties Union; 

vi. American Civil Liberties Union of South Carolina; 

vii. South Carolina State Conference of the NAACP; 

viii. South Carolina Legislative Black Caucus; and 

ix. Democratic National Committee 
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RESPONSE: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

not proportional to the needs of the case to the extent it purports to require Plaintiffs to produce 

“[a]ll correspondence and documents” sent to or received from 9 organizations and their 

representatives.  Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent it seeks information protected from 

disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the work product protection doctrine, or any other 

applicable privilege or protection.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Mr. Scott states that he does not 

have possession of any documents related to the redistricting cycle at issue in this case and files 

in the possession of its President and will produce non-privileged correspondence, if any, with 

the above-referenced organizations relating to the 2021 redistricting cycle in South Carolina. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections and once an appropriate 

protective order is entered in this action, SC NAACP agrees to search files related to the 

redistricting cycle at issue in this case and files in the possession of its President and will 

produce non-privileged correspondence, if any, with the above-referenced organizations relating 

to the 2021 redistricting cycle in South Carolina. 
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Jeffrey A. Fuisz* 

Paula Ramer* 

Jonathan I. Levine* 

Theresa M. House* 

 

/s/ Christopher J. Bryant 

Christopher J. Bryant, Fed. ID 12538 

Boroughs Bryant, LLC 

1122 Lady St., Ste. 208 

Columbia, SC 29201 

Tel.: (843) 779-5444 

chris@boroughsbryant.com 

 

Somil B. Trivedi** 

Patricia Yan** 

American Civil Liberties Union Foundation 

915 15th St., NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

Tel.: (202) 457-0800 

strivedi@aclu.org 

pyan@aclu.org 

 

Allen Chaney, Fed. ID 13181 

American Civil Liberties Union 

of South Carolina 

Charleston, SC 29413-0998 

Tel.: (843) 282-7953 

Fax: (843) 720-1428 

achaney@aclusc.org 

 

Janette M. Louard* 

Anthony P. Ashton* 

Anna Kathryn Barnes* 

NAACP OFFICE OF THE GENERAL 

COUNSEL 

4805 Mount Hope Drive  

Baltimore, MD 21215 

Tel: (410) 580-5777 

jlouard@naacpnet.org 

aashton@naacpnet.org 

abarnes@naacpnet.org 

 

Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

 

* Motion for admission Pro Hac Vice 

forthcoming 

** Admitted Pro Hac Vice 
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ARNOLD & PORTER KAYE SCHOLER 

LLP 

250 West 55th Street 

New York, NY 10019 

Tel: (212) 836-8000 

 

Sarah Gryll** 

ARNOLD & PORTER KAYE SCHOLER 

LLP 

70 West Madison Street, Suite 4200 

Chicago, IL 60602-4231 

Tel: (312) 583-2300 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I hereby certify that on February 2, 2022, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 

served on all counsel of record by electronic mail.  

 

       /s/ Christopher Bryant 

Christopher Bryant 
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Barber, Hamilton B.

From: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2022 6:38 PM
To: Christopher Mills; Shedd, Michael; Limehouse, Thomas; Lambert, Grayson; La'Jessica 

Stringfellow; Rob Tyson; Lisle Traywick; Gore, John M.; Kenny, Stephen J.; Mathias, 
Andrew A.; Wells, Erica H.; Barber, Hamilton B.; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J.; Moore, Mark 
C.; Parente, Michael A.; Ricard, Rhett D.; Wilkins, William W.; Diamaduros, Konstantine 
P; Trinkley, Jane; Crum, Liz; Burchstead, Michael; Nicholson, Thomas

Cc: Allen Chaney; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux; Antonio Ingram; John Cusick; Leah Aden; 
Patricia Yan; Raymond Audain; Samantha Osaki; Gryll, Sarah; Somil Trivedi; Stuart 
Naifeh; Hindley, John

Subject: SC NAACP v. McMaster - SC NAACP Document production

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

 
Counsel, 
 
Attached please find SC NAACP's first production of documents. I will send a follow-up email with decryption 
instructions shortly. 
 
Chris 

 SCNAACP 1st Production.zip 

 
 

 
Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 
BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 
E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 
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Barber, Hamilton B.

From: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2022 6:52 PM
To: Christopher Mills; Shedd, Michael; Limehouse, Thomas; Lambert, Grayson; La'Jessica 

Stringfellow; Rob Tyson; Lisle Traywick; Gore, John M.; Kenny, Stephen J.; Mathias, 
Andrew A.; Wells, Erica H.; Barber, Hamilton B.; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J.; Moore, Mark 
C.; Parente, Michael A.; Ricard, Rhett D.; Wilkins, William W.; Diamaduros, Konstantine 
P; Trinkley, Jane; Crum, Liz; Burchstead, Michael; Nicholson, Thomas

Cc: Allen Chaney; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux; Antonio Ingram; John Cusick; Leah Aden; 
Patricia Yan; Raymond Audain; Samantha Osaki; Gryll, Sarah; Somil Trivedi; Stuart 
Naifeh; Hindley, John

Subject: SC NAACP v. McMaster - SC NAACP decryption instructions
Attachments: 7-zip Instructions.pdf

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

 
Counsel: 
 
The password for the previously mailed zip file is: canyon aqua 37 Tiger window! 
 
The zip file is encrypted using 7-zip. Instructions for using 7-zip to decrypt this zip file are attached. 
 
Chris 
 
 

 
Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 
BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 
E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 
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Barber, Hamilton B.

From: Moore, Mark C.
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 8:11 AM
To: Lisle Traywick
Cc: Chris Bryant; Limehouse, Thomas; Christopher Mills; Shedd, Michael; Lambert, Grayson; 

La'Jessica Stringfellow; Rob Tyson; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; 
Mathias, Andrew A.; Barber, Hamilton B.; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J.; Wilkins, William W.; 
Trinkley, Jane; Crum, Liz; Burchstead, Michael; Nicholson, Thomas; Allen Chaney; 
Antonio Ingram; John Cusick; Leah Aden; Patricia Yan; Raymond Audain; Samantha 
Osaki; Gryll, Sarah; Somil Trivedi; Stuart Naifeh; Freedman, John A.; Colarusso, Gina; 
Parente, Michael A.; Diamaduros, Konstantine P; Ricard, Rhett D.; Lipham, Shannon V.; 
Wells, Erica H.

Subject: Re: [External] RE: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories 
[IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915]

Thanks, Lisle. We need to discuss the issue of privilege as well. Also, before we actually produce documents to each 
other, we think we need a confidentiality order and Andrew will circulate a proposed order modeled after this district’s 
form order this morning.  
 
We are available tomorrow afternoon after 330 and flexible Wednesday.  

Sent from my iPhone 
 
 

On Jan 23, 2022, at 5:49 PM, Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com> wrote: 

  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

 
I hope everyone is having a nice weekend.  Given that Defendants are serving discovery responses 
tomorrow and we’re basically a month out from trial, we thought it would be beneficial for the group to 
huddle up to discuss scheduling, depositions, discovery issues, and any other topics necessary to move 
the case forward.  For the sake of efficiency and getting something on the calendar, maybe we just aim 
to have one or two lawyers from each party present.  We have availability Tuesday afternoon and most 
of Wednesday.  Please let us know a time that would best suit the group. 
  
Thanks, 
  
Lisle 
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NOTICE: This e-mail is confidential and may contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If you received this message in 
error, please delete this message from your device. 

Supporting Green print wisely. 
  

From: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 4:42 PM 
To: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com> 
Cc: Limehouse, Thomas <TLimehouse@governor.sc.gov>; Moore, Mark C. 
<MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, Michael 
<MShedd@governor.sc.gov>; Lambert, Grayson <GLambert@governor.sc.gov>; La'Jessica Stringfellow 
<lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; 
skenny@jonesday.com; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, 
William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz 
<lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; Nicholson, Thomas 
<tnicholson@elections.sc.gov>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; 
Stuart Naifeh <snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; 
Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, 
Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Lipham, Shannon V. <SVLipham@nexsenpruet.com>; Wells, 
Erica H. <EWells@nexsenpruet.com> 
Subject: Re: [External] RE: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories [IWOV‐
NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
Thanks all! 
 
 

 
Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 
BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 
1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 
E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 
  
  
On Thu, Jan 20, 2022 at 4:07 PM Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com> wrote: 

We are too.  Many thanks to both of you for the hard work. 
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NOTICE: This e-mail is confidential and may contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If you received this message in 
error, please delete this message from your device. 

Supporting Green print wisely. 

  

From: Limehouse, Thomas <TLimehouse@governor.sc.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 4:04 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com> 
Cc: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, 
Michael <MShedd@governor.sc.gov>; Lambert, Grayson <GLambert@governor.sc.gov>; La'Jessica 
Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; 
jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane 
<JTrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; 
Nicholson, Thomas <tnicholson@elections.sc.gov>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; Antonio 
Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Leah Aden 
<laden@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; 
Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi 
<strivedi@aclu.org>; Stuart Naifeh <snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Parente, 
Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Lipham, Shannon 
V. <SVLipham@nexsenpruet.com>; Wells, Erica H. <EWells@nexsenpruet.com> 
Subject: RE: [External] RE: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories [IWOV‐
NPCOL1.FID2240915] 

  

Thanks, Mark and Chris.  We are fine with proceeding as Mark indicated. 
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From: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 3:43 PM 
To: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com> 
Cc: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, 
Michael <MShedd@governor.sc.gov>; Limehouse, Thomas <TLimehouse@governor.sc.gov>; Lambert, 
Grayson <GLambert@governor.sc.gov>; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Rob 
Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; Mathias, Andrew 
A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, 
Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael 
<mburchstead@burr.com>; Nicholson, Thomas <tnicholson@elections.sc.gov>; Allen Chaney 
<achaney@aclusc.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; 
Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah 
<sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. 
<RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Lipham, Shannon V. <SVLipham@nexsenpruet.com>; Wells, Erica H. 
<EWells@nexsenpruet.com> 
Subject: [External] RE: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories [IWOV‐
NPCOL1.FID2240915] 

  

Chris:  

  

I appreciate your willingness to work with us on these issues—and we agree with this redline version. . 
I think you should be the filer; unless any of the other defendants have any remaining issues, I think 
you are good to file.  

  

Best,  

  

Mark   
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Mark C. Moore 

Member 

Nexsen Pruet, LLC  
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201  
Post Office Box 2426 (29202)  
T: 803.540.2146, F: 8037271458  
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com  
 
www.nexsenpruet.com 

 

  

From: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 2:52 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, 
Michael <MShedd@governor.sc.gov>; Limehouse, Thomas <TLimehouse@governor.sc.gov>; Lambert, 
Grayson <GLambert@governor.sc.gov>; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Rob 
Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; Mathias, Andrew 
A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, 
Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael 
<mburchstead@burr.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; 
Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Leah Aden 
<laden@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; 
Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi 
<strivedi@aclu.org>; Stuart Naifeh <snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Parente, 
Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Lipham, Shannon 
V. <SVLipham@nexsenpruet.com>; Wells, Erica H. <EWells@nexsenpruet.com> 
Subject: Re: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories [IWOV‐
NPCOL1.FID2240915] 

  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  

Mark, 
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I have accepted your changes and included Lisle's.  Your recollection of our conversation is correct, and 
the report now includes language to that effect in track changes. I think that the attached version 
incorporates everything the parties have discussed; please feel free to accept the changes and file or 
let me know when you're fine with me filing. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Chris 

 
 

 

Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 

BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 

1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 

E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 

  

  

On Thu, Jan 20, 2022 at 1:55 PM Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> wrote: 

Thanks, Chris I still think we need to see the proposed  final version.   

  

  

Chris, I thought that based on our early discussions, your side was inclined to agree that discovery 
motions that touched on matters of privilege should not be subject to a five page briefing limitation; if 
that is still the case, then I think the report should so state. If that is not the case, then I think that we 
need to add some language noting the specific concern that all defendants have about any limitation 
other than those in the local rules on briefing issues concerning privilege. 

Sent from my iPhone 

  

On Jan 20, 2022, at 1:35 PM, Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com> wrote: 
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{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  

Thanks Mark, Lisle, and everyone who pulled this together.  

  

We are fine with everything as changed, but will keep in Plaintiffs' proposal to limit 
the length of discovery motions that are not related to privilege issues to 5 pages, 
exclusive of the caption and signatures, and note Defendants' opposition to the page 
limit.  

  

If that works, we will get the report filed this afternoon. 

  

Chris 

  

 

Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 

BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 

1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 

E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 

  

  

On Thu, Jan 20, 2022 at 11:18 AM Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com> 
wrote: 

The Senate Defendants agree with the House Defendants, as well, but we wanted to 
flag a few things. 

  

First, please remove John Gore’s name from the list of attendees at the Rule 26(f) 
conference.  
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Second, in the proposed schedule, the Court already set the deadlines for pretrial 
disclosures, motions in limine, and dispositive motions in the scheduling order.  Is 
there still disagreement on those dates? 

  

Third, under Section IV.1, we recommend simply revising to say, “The parties have 
already exchanged initial disclosures.” 

  

Fourth, we agree with the House Defendants on 10 business days.   

  

Fifth, per a call with Chris, I’m going to ask one more time for Plaintiffs to reconsider 
their position on briefing discovery‐related motions.  We get that nobody wants to 
see a magnum opus on the meaning of overbreadth or why a request is unduly 
burdensome.  But legislative privilege is going to be an issue in this 
case.  Respectfully, it is unreasonable to try to impose a five‐page limit on either side 
to brief such an important question.  To do so would prejudice all our respective 
clients, not just Defendants.  And that’s not event accounting for the other issues 
that may require addressing in the same discovery motion.  We’re already agreeing 
to a quick turnaround on these issues.  Can we agree to remove the page limits, too, 
so we can get this report filed?   

  

Thanks to everyone for their hard work in compiling this report.  Please let us know if 
anyone has questions or concerns about anything above or otherwise.   

  

Best, 

  

Lisle 

  

<image009.png>  
<image010.png>  
VORDMAN CARLISLE TRAYWICK, III   ASSOCIATE 
DIRECT 803.231.7810 

VCARD   VIEW BIO 
ROBINSONGRAY.COM 

 
1310 Gadsden Street 
PO Box 11449 (29211) 
Columbia, SC 29201 
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NOTICE: This e-mail is confidential and may contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If you received this message in 
error, please delete this message from your device. 

Supporting Green print wisely. 

  

From: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 5:31 PM 
To: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com> 
Cc: Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, Michael 
<mshedd@governor.sc.gov>; Limehouse, Thomas <tlimehouse@governor.sc.gov>; 
Lambert, Grayson <glambert@governor.sc.gov>; La'Jessica Stringfellow 
<lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Lisle 
Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; 
skenny@jonesday.com; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <jtrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz 
<lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; 
tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Leah Aden 
<laden@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah 
<sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; 
Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Lipham, Shannon V. <SVLipham@nexsenpruet.com>; Wells, Erica H. 
<EWells@nexsenpruet.com> 
Subject: RE: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories [IWOV‐
NPCOL1.FID2240915] 

  

Chris:  
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I have attached my own redline.—and my changes show up in blue.  I have 
conformed the due date of defendant’s expert reports with the Court’s scheduling 
order, as our initial reports are due on Feb. 1, not Feb. 4—although if you want to 
agree the Court should give us those three extra days, we are happy to consent to an 
amendment of the scheduling order LOL.  

  

  

I also see that you deleted the word “business” in Paragraph 4(a) and I have added it 
back in. As previously  discussed, House defendants agree to provide discovery 
responses within 10 business days of the receipt of the request, which is 
substantially less than the time allocated in the rule—but we do not agree to provide 
those responses within 10 calendar days and have previously so indicated. I believe 
the other defendants agree with me here. I am happy to discuss this further if you 
would like—but we  do not agree to your  proposed edit.  

  

I have copied five of our associates who will be making appearances in this case 
shortly (I think two filed notices today) and would ask that you include them in all 
correspondence.  

  

Best,  

  

Mark  

  

  

  

Mark C. Moore 

Member 

Nexsen Pruet, LLC  
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201  
Post Office Box 2426 (29202)  
T: 803.540.2146, F: 8037271458  
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com  
 
www.nexsenpruet.com 
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From: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 6:12 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, Michael 
<mshedd@governor.sc.gov>; Limehouse, Thomas <tlimehouse@governor.sc.gov>; 
Lambert, Grayson <glambert@governor.sc.gov>; lstringfellow@robinsongray.com; 
Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Lisle Traywick 
<ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; 
Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <jtrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz 
<lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; 
tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Leah Aden 
<laden@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah 
<sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; 
Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: Re: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories [IWOV‐
NPCOL1.FID2240915] 

  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  

All: 

  

Please find attached a redlined 26(f) report. We accepted all suggested changes, 
updated to reflect that certain discovery exchanges have taken place, and noted one 
final point of disagreement that we're happy to have the court address. If everything 
looks good, we will get this on file. 

  

Chris 

 
 

 

Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 
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BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 

1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 

E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 

  

  

On Fri, Jan 14, 2022 at 10:56 AM Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
wrote: 

All:  

  

A redline of the 26(f) report is attached that 
conforms to the Court’s scheduling order is 
attached for your review.  

  

Best,  

  

Mark  

  

From: Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2022 6:06 PM 
To: Christopher Mills <cmills@spero.law>; Shedd, Michael 
<mshedd@governor.sc.gov>; Limehouse, Thomas <tlimehouse@governor.sc.gov>; 
Lambert, Grayson <glambert@governor.sc.gov>; lstringfellow@robinsongray.com; 
Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Lisle Traywick 
<ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; 
Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Moore, Mark C. 
<MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Trinkley, Jane <jtrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, 
Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov 
Cc: Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; 
John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan 
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<pyan@aclu.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Gryll, Sarah <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Somil Trivedi 
<strivedi@aclu.org>; Stuart Naifeh <snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories 

  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  

Dear Counsel: 

  

Attached please find Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories. 

  

Thank you,  

  

Chris 

 
 

 

Christopher J. Bryant | Partner 

BOROUGHS BRYANT, LLC 

1122 Lady Street, Suite 208 | Columbia, SC 29201 

E: chris@boroughsbryant.com | C: 843.779.5444 

*** FIRM CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION *** This message is sent by a law firm 
and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received this 
transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e‐mail and delete the 
message and any attachments. If you reply to this message, Nexsen Pruet, LLC may 
collect personal information including your name, business name and other contact 
details, and IP address. If you have any questions, please contact 
Privacy@nexsenpruet.com.  
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Barber, Hamilton B.

From: Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2022 5:28 PM
To: Moore, Mark C.; Leah Aden; chris@boroughsbryant.com; achaney@aclusc.org; Antonio 

Ingram; jcusick@naacpldf.org; pyan@aclu.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; sosaki@aclu.org; 
strivedi@aclu.org; Stuart Naifeh; acepedaderieux@aclu.org; Shedd, Michael; 
Limehouse, Thomas; Lambert, Grayson; La'Jessica Stringfellow; Rob Tyson; Lisle 
Traywick; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; Mathias, Andrew A.; Barber, 
Hamilton B.; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J.; Wilkins, William W.; Trinkley, Jane; Crum, Liz; 
Burchstead, Michael; Nicholson, Thomas; Ricard, Rhett D.; Diamaduros, Konstantine P; 
Parente, Michael A.; Christopher Mills; Werdenie, Sharon  A.

Cc: Freedman, John A.; Gryll, Sarah; Ramer, Paula; Theodore, Elisabeth; Hindley, John
Subject: SC NAACP v. McMaster: Scheduling Second Meet and Confer 

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

 
Counsel: 
 
Pursuant to yesterday’s discussion among counsel, I’m reaching out to schedule another call to discuss issues related to 
privilege.  From our end, we are available on Tuesday (2/1) before 11am; Thursday (2/3) morning; and are available and 
flexible on Friday (2/4).   
 
Please let us know what day/time works best for you. 
 
Thanks and best regards, 
Gina  
 
_______________ 
Gina Colarusso 
Associate 
 
Arnold & Porter 
601 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington | District of Columbia 20001‐3743 
T: +1 202.942.6432 
Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com | www.arnoldporter.com 
 

This communication may contain information that is legally privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please note that 
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Anyone who receives this message in error should notify the sender 
immediately by telephone or by return e-mail and delete it from his or her computer. 
___________________________________________ 
For more information about Arnold & Porter, click here: 
http://www.arnoldporter.com 
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA DIVISION 

V AND ROTH BACKUS, WILLIE ) 
HARRISON BROWN, CHARLESANN ) 
BUTTONE, BOOKER MANIGAULT, ) 
EDWARD MCKNIGHT, MOSES MIMS,) 
JR, ROOSEVELT WALLA CE, and ) 
WILLIAM G. WILDER, on behalf of ) 
themselves and all other similarly situated ) 
persons, 

Plaintiffs, 

SENATOR DICK ELLIOTT 

Intervener-Plaintiff, 

V. 

THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 
NIKKI R. HALEY, in her capacity as 
Governor, KEN ARD, in his capacity as 
Lieutenant Governor, GLENN F. 
MCCONNELL, in his capacity as 
President Pro Tempore of the Senate and 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Chairman of the Senate Judiciary ) 
Committee, ROBERT W. HARRELL, JR, ) 
in his capacity as Speaker of the House of ) 
Representatives, JAMES H. HARRISON, ) 
in his capacity as Chairman of the House of ) 
Representatives' Judiciary Committee, ) 
ALAN D. CLEMMONS, in his capacity as ) 
Chairman of the House of Representatives' ) 
Elections Law Subcommittee, MARCI ) 
ANDINO, in her capacity as Executive ) 
Director of the Election Commission, ) 
JOHN H. HUDGENS, III, Chairman, ) 
NICOLE S. WHITE, MARILYN ) 
BOWERS, MARK BENSON, and ) 
THOMAS WARING, in their capacity as ) 
Commissioners of the Elections ) 
Commission, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) 

Case No.: 3:11-cv-03120-HFF-MBS-PMD 

Order 
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For the reasons set forth in Defendant McConnell's Motion to Quash and for a Limited 

Protective Order and Accompanying Memorandum of Points and Authorities, this Court hereby 

GRANTS Defendants McConnell and Harrell's motions. Deposition topics 5, 12, and 14, which 

relate to the drafting of the redistricting plans, are quashed. Deposition topic 13, which concerns 

communications involving legislators and their legislative agents, is also quashed. Additionally, 

deposition topics 7 and 16 are quashed to the extent the questions involve communications 

between the Senate or the House and "private consultants or experts." 

With respect to the remaining topics in Plaintiffs' Notice of Deposition, this Order 

prohibits Plaintiffs from inquiring into any matters protected by legislative privilege. That 

means Plaintiffs are prohibited from asking any questions concerning communications or 

deliberations involving legislators or their agents regarding their motives in enacting legislation. 

See Alexander v. Holden, 66 F3d. 62, 68 n.4 (4th Cir. 1995) ("In Berkley, we suggested that 

council members may be privileged from testifying in federal district court regarding their 

motives in enacting legislation .... ") ( citing Berkley v. Common Council of City of Charleston, 

63 F.3d 295,303 n. 9 (4th Cir. 1995). 

In their response, Plaintiffs argue that Defendants have waived any objection based on 

attorney client privilege or work product doctrine. The Court disagrees that those privileges 

have been waived. 

Subsequent to their response, the Court received a letter from Plaintiffs' counsel 

explaining that Plaintiffs anticipate opposing counsel may object to some or all of the questions 

put to the witnesses they are deposing on February 9, 2012 by asserting attorney-client privilege 

or work product doctrine. Plaintiffs' request that the Court designate a member of the panel to 

2 
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be available to speak via telephone to rule on any objection that may arise. The Court denies that 

request. This Order is sufficient guidance for the depositions. Any other disputes will be 

resolved by motion after the depositions. 

It is SO ORDERED. 

February 8, 2011 
Charleston, SC 

3 

PA~~ 
United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA DIVISION 

 

 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 

CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP, and 

 

TAIWAN SCOTT, on behalf of himself and 

all other similarly situated persons, 

 

        Plaintiffs, 

   v. 

HENRY D. MCMASTER, in his official 

capacity as Governor of South Carolina; 

THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, in his official 

capacity as President of the Senate; LUKE 

A. RANKIN, in his official capacity as 

Chairman of the Senate Judiciary 

Committee; JAMES H. LUCAS, in his 

official capacity as Speaker of the House of 

Representatives; CHRIS MURPHY, in his 

official capacity as Chairman of the House 

of Representatives Judiciary Committee; 

WALLACE H. JORDAN, in his official 

capacity as Chairman of the House of 

Representatives Elections Law 

Subcommittee; HOWARD KNAPP, in his 

official capacity as interim Executive 

Director of the South Carolina State Election 

Commission; JOHN WELLS, Chair, 

JOANNE DAY, CLIFFORD J. EDLER, 

LINDA MCCALL, and SCOTT MOSELEY, 

in their official capacities as members of the 

South Carolina Election Commission, 

 

        Defendants. 

  

 

Case No. 3-21-cv-03302-JMC- 

TJH-RMG 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ OBJECTIONS AND 

RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS 

JAMES H. LUCAS, CHRIS 

MURPHY, AND WALLACE H. 

JORDAN’S FIRST SET OF 

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
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 Pursuant to Rules 26 and 36 of the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure, the South Carolina 

State Conference of the NAACP (“SC NAACP”) and Taiwan Scott (together, “Plaintiffs”) 

hereby object and respond to Defendants James H. Lucas, Chris Murphy, and Wallace H. 

Jordan’s (“House Defendants”) First Set of Requests for Admission (“Requests” or “RFAs”). 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiffs’ objections and responses contained herein (“Objections and Responses”) are 

based on information reasonably available to Plaintiffs at this time.  Plaintiffs reserve the right to 

amend and/or supplement their Objections and Responses based on new information obtained in 

discovery or otherwise in the course of this action. 

Information contained in any Objections and Responses pursuant to these Requests is not 

an admission or acknowledgement by Plaintiff that such information is relevant to any claim or 

defense in this action; is without prejudice to Plaintiffs’ right to contend at any trial or in any 

other proceeding, in this action or otherwise, that such information is inadmissible, irrelevant, 

immaterial, or not the proper basis for discovery; and is without prejudice to or waiver of any 

objection to any future use of such information. 

Specific objections to each separate Request are made below.  Additionally, Plaintiffs 

makes certain continuing objections to the Requests, also listed below (“Continuing 

Objections”).  These Continuing Objections, including with respect to the definitions and 

instructions, are incorporated by reference into all of the responses made with respect to each 

separate Request.  Plaintiffs’ responses to each individual Request are submitted without 

prejudice to, and without in any respect waiving, any Continuing Objections not expressly set 

forth in that response.  Accordingly, the inclusion of any specific objection in any response 

below is neither intended as, nor shall in any way be deemed, a waiver of any Continuing 
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Objection or of any other specific objection made herein or that may be asserted at a later date. 

 CONTINUING OBJECTIONS 

Plaintiffs incorporate each of the following Continuing Objections in their response to 

each Request.  In addition to these Continuing Objections, Plaintiffs may also state specific 

objections to Requests where appropriate, including objections that are not generally applicable 

to all the Requests.  By setting forth such specific objections, Plaintiffs do not intend to limit or 

restrict their Continuing Objections.  To reduce duplication, Plaintiffs assert their Continuing 

Objections and specific objections to Requests collectively, and each objection should be 

imputed to both Mr. Scott and to SC NAACP. 

1. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it imposes on Plaintiffs any 

obligations that are inconsistent with or beyond those imposed by the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, the Local Rules, or any applicable order of the Court. 

2. Plaintiffs object to each Definition, Instruction, or Request to the extent it seeks 

production of documents or information subject to the attorney-client privilege, the work-product 

protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege, rule, doctrine, or immunity, whether 

created by statute or common law.  Each Request has been read to exclude discovery of such 

privileged information.  Inadvertent production of any such information does not constitute a 

waiver of any privilege or any other ground for objecting to discovery with respect to such 

information or document, nor does inadvertent production waive the right of Plaintiffs to object 

to the use of any such information in any proceeding. 

3. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it seeks information that is not 

relevant to any party’s claims or defenses.  See Rule 26(b)(1).  

4. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it is not proportional to the needs of 
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the case, “considering the importance of the issues at stake in the action . . . the parties’ relative 

access to relevant information, the parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in 

resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its 

likely benefit.”  See Rule 26(b)(1). 

5. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent that it seeks information that is 

outside Plaintiffs’ knowledge, possession, custody, or control. 

6. Plaintiffs object to each Request to the extent it seeks a legal conclusion or 

requires Plaintiffs to formulate a legal conclusion to fully respond. 

CONTINUING OBJECTIONS TO HOUSE DEFENDANTS’ INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Plaintiffs objects to Instructions 1, 4, and 5 to the extent they impose on Plaintiffs 

any obligations that are inconsistent with or beyond those imposed by the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure, the Local Rules, or any applicable Order of the Court or agreement between the 

parties. 

2. Plaintiffs object to Instruction 2 to the extent that it purports to impose upon 

Plaintiffs any obligations that are broader than or inconsistent with the Federal Rules or any 

Order of this Court.  Plaintiffs will log privileged documents in accordance with their obligations 

under the Federal Rules or agreement between the parties. 

3. Plaintiffs object to Instruction 3 on the ground that it does not define the “relevant 

time period.” 

CONTINUING OBJECTIONS TO HOUSE DEFENDANTS’ DEFINITIONS 

By submitting these Objections and Responses, Plaintiffs do not adopt House 

Defendants’ purported definition of words and phrases contained in the Instructions to House 

Defendants’ Requests.  Plaintiff interprets all words contained in the Requests in accordance 
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with their ordinary and customary meanings. 

1. Plaintiffs object to the definitions “SC NAACP” and “Plaintiff Scott” on the 

ground that they are overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not proportional to the needs of the 

case to the extent they purport to require Plaintiff Taiwan Scott to respond on behalf of “all other 

similarly situated persons” and purport to require Plaintiff SC NAACP to respond on behalf of 

“its employees, agents, officers, directors, representatives, consultants, accountants” as well as 

“anyone acting on SC NAACP’s behalf” without regard to the to this action.  Plaintiffs object to 

the definitions of “SC NAACP” and “Plaintiff Scott” to the extent they purport to require 

Plaintiffs to reveal information protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product protection doctrine, or any other applicable privilege or protection.  For purposes 

of these Objections and Responses, Plaintiff Taiwan Scott responds only on his own behalf, and 

Plaintiff SC NAACP responds only on its own behalf. 

2. Plaintiffs object to the definitions of “persons” and “persons” on the ground that 

they are vague and ambiguous, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not proportional to the 

needs of the case to the extent they include “without limitation” any natural person as well as 

“any [] governmental or non-governmental entity.” 
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 

REQUEST NO. 1:   

Admit that SC NAACP is not a person. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 DENY.  The Requests define “person” or “persons” to include “without limitation, 

natural persons, corporations, associations, unincorporated associations, partnerships, and any 

other governmental or non-governmental entity.”  SC NAACP is a 501(c)(4) organization and a 

non-governmental entity. 

REQUEST NO. 2: 

Admit that SC NAACP is not a corporation. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 
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organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 ADMIT. 

REQUEST NO. 3:  

Admit that SC NAACP is not a limited liability company. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 ADMIT. 

REQUEST NO. 4: 

Admit that SC NAACP is not a partnership. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 ADMIT. 

REQUEST NO. 5:   

Admit that SC NAACP is not an unincorporated association. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object on the ground that the undefined term “unincorporated association” is vague and 

ambiguous. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 DENY.  SC NAACP is unincorporated, and it is an association, as well as a 501(c)(4) 

organization. 

REQUEST NO. 6:   

Admit that SC NAACP’s Federal Employer Identification Number (“EIN”) is 23-

7028846. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 
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 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 ADMIT 

REQUEST NO. 7:   

Admit that SC NAACP’s Federal EIN is 57-0327661.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 DENY. 

REQUEST NO. 8: 

Admit that SC NAACP is not a state subsidiary of an entity formed or organized in New 

York named the “National Association for the Advancement of Colored People”. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 
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 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he does not have access to information regarding SC NAACP’s 

organizational documents. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 DENY. Plaintiff SC NAACP is a nonprofit, nonpartisan membership organization in 

South Carolina. The South Carolina NAACP is a state subsidiary of the National Association for 

the Advancement of Colored People (“NAACP”), a national civil rights organization. The South 

Carolina NAACP was chartered in 1939 and is the oldest civil rights group in South Carolina.  

REQUEST NO. 9:   

Admit that Plaintiff Scott does not reside in any of the Challenged Districts. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Mr. Scott ADMITS that he does not live in state House districts 7, 8, 9, 11, 41, 43, 51, 54, 

55, 57, 59, 60, 63, 67, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 90, 91, 93, 95, 101, and 105.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because it does not have access to information sufficient to confirm Mr. Scott’s 

place of residence. 

REQUEST NO. 10:   

Admit that Plaintiff Scott does not intend to file as a candidate for political office in 

South Carolina in 2022. 
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OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Mr. Scott ADMITS that he presently does not have plans to file as a candidate for 

political office in South Carolina in 2022 but DENIES that he has ruled out the prospect of filing 

as a candidate for political office in 2022.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because it does not have information regarding Mr. Scott’s future intentions, or 

how those intentions may change over time. 

REQUEST NO. 11:   

 Admit that SC NAACP approached Plaintiff Scott to become a plaintiff in the  

instant matter. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 DENY.  SC NAACP did not approach Mr. Scott to become a plaintiff in the instant 

matter.  Prior to and other than his participation in the instant matter, Mr. Scott has no affiliation 

with the SC NAACP. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

DENY.  SC NAACP did not approach Mr. Scott to become a plaintiff in the instant 
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matter.   

REQUEST NO. 12: 

Admit that SC NAACP has not identified an individual member or constituent that  

currently resides in each of the Challenged Districts in the Amended Complaint. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Mr. Scott ADMITS that the Amended Complaint in this action does not identify specific 

names of members of the SC NAACP that currently reside in each of the Challenged Districts 

but lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or deny the request to the extent it requires 

him to make a judgment about whether federal pleading standards have met because he lacks 

familiarity with the federal pleading standards.   

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

SC NAACP ADMITS that the Amended Complaint in this action does not identify the 

specific names of members of the SC NAACP that currently reside in each of the Challenged 

Districts but DENIES that the SC NAACP lacks members in any of the Challenged Districts and 

DENIES that federal pleading standards require the identification of such individuals. 

REQUEST NO. 13:   

Admit that the allegations of the Amended Complaint do not identify any individual 

person who lives in each of the Challenged Districts. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 
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Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Mr. Scott ADMITS that the Amended Complaint in this action does not identify the 

specific names of individuals who live in each of the Challenged Districts but lacks sufficient 

information to truthfully admit or deny the request to the extent it requires him to make a 

judgment about whether federal pleading standards have met because he lacks familiarity with 

the federal pleading standards.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

SC NAACP ADMITS that the Amended Complaint in this action does not identify the 

specific names of individuals who live in each of the Challenged Districts but DENIES that the 

SC NAACP lacks members in any of the Challenged Districts and that federal pleading standards 

require the identification of such individuals. 

REQUEST NO. 14:   

Admit that democrats currently represent 13 of 14 of the most underpopulated  

voting districts in South Carolina’s state legislative voting districts put in place by enactment of 

the legislation comprising Act No. 72 of 2011 and Act No. 75 of 2011.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

Plaintiffs object on the ground that House Defendants have not defined the term “underreported 

voting districts” and so it is vague and ambiguous.  Plaintiffs further object to this interrogatory 

on the ground that House Defendants fail to identify which of the “voting districts” to which they 

are referring.   
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because his not familiar with what defendants characterize as the 14 most 

underpopulated voting districts in South Carolina’s state legislative voting districts or with the 

legislation comprising Act No. 72 of 2011 and Act No. 75 of 2011, or what deviation standard 

defendants use to determine over/under population.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

SC NAACP DENIES that “democrats currently represent 13 of 14 of the most 

underpopulated voting districts” because House Defendants fail to identify by what standard they 

are making this assertion and because the Request lacks clarity.  Plaintiff SC NAACP is willing 

to meet and confer to understand the information House Defendants are seeking.  

REQUEST NO. 15:   

Admit that an opportunity district in which Black voters would have the ability to  

influence elections could occur when BVAP < 30%. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object on the ground that House Defendants have not defined the term “opportunity 

district” and so it is vague and ambiguous.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it 

requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. 

Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation 

may request from their adversaries admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application 

of law to facts, but not matters of law.”) (citations omitted).  Plaintiffs further respond that 
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whether a district provides an ability of Black voters to elect or otherwise influence elections for 

House districts is fact-specific and entails more conditions than the Black voting-age population 

of a district such as information about the voting patterns of the electorate. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney and expert or otherwise in possession of 

knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because it requires legal or expert knowledge. 

REQUEST NO. 16:   

Admit that false positives are possible when using statistical measures of Compactness. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because it requires legal and expert knowledge.   

REQUEST NO. 17:   
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Admit that the House Defendants provided race-neutral explanations in its Motion to 

Dismiss, ECF No. 91, for actions the Plaintiffs allege in the Amended Complaint were 

predominately based on race. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer or an expert. From a lay person’s perspective, Mr. 

Scott ADMITS that House Defendants provided some explanations in its Motion to Dismiss, 

ECF No. 91, for why Challenged Districts were drawn but otherwise DENIES that any such 

post-hoc explanations bear on the House Defendants’ intent in enacting H. 4493 or otherwise 

bear on the validity of the Plaintiffs’ claims in this action. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires legal and expert information and knowledge. From a lay 

person’s perspective, the SC NAACP ADMITS that House Defendants provided some 

explanations in its Motion to Dismiss, ECF No. 91, for why Challenged Districts were drawn but 

otherwise DENIES that any such post-hoc explanations that were not contemporaneously 

discussed in public sessions of the legislature bear on the House Defendants’ intent in enacting 

H. 4493 or otherwise bear on the validity of the Plaintiffs’ claims in this action. 

REQUEST NO. 18:   

Admit that there is no universally-accepted standard of statistical measure of  
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compactness whereby a voting district is deemed not to be compact based on that statistical  

measure. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because a response requires legal and expert knowledge. 

REQUEST NO. 19:   

Admit that factors, such as geography, may make a voting district appear irregularly  

shaped. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request.  Plaintiffs object on the ground that the undefined terms “geography” 

and “irregularly shaped” are vague and ambiguous. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires legal and expert knowledge. 

REQUEST NO. 20:   

Admit that voting districts need to be bizarrely shaped at time to be fair. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object on the ground that the undefined terms “bizarrely shaped” and “fair” are vague 

and ambiguous.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs 

admit the truth of a legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. 

App’x 169, 172 (4th Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their 

adversaries admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not 

matters of law.”) (citations omitted). 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 DENY.  

REQUEST NO. 21:   

Admit that a voting district’s bizarre shape can arise from a “political motivation.” 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object on the ground that the undefined terms “bizarre shape” and “political 

motivation” is vague and ambiguous. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because of the undefined terms in the request and because he is not a lawyer or 

an expert knowledgeable about the intricacies of developing maps and the redistricting process. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because of the undefined terms in the request and because this request 

requires legal knowledge and familiarity with the intricacies of redistricting and developing maps 

to truthfully admit or deny the request.  

REQUEST NO. 22:   
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Admit that any voting district line moved during the redistricting process  

necessarily increases the voting power of a voting bloc and dilutes the voting power of a 

competing voting bloc. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object on the ground that the undefined term “voting bloc” is vague and ambiguous. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because the request is vague and ambiguous with several undefined terms such 

as “a voting bloc” and “dilutes.” Further, Mr. Scott is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in 

possession of knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAAP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because the request is vague and ambiguous with several undefined terms such 

as “a voting bloc” and “dilutes.” Further, responding to this request requires legal and expert 

knowledge about voting patterns. 

REQUEST NO. 23:   

Admit that a voting district that has had its BVAP decreased through the  

redistricting process has not necessarily been “cracked.” 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  
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Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because the request has several undefined terms such as “BVAP” and 

“cracked.” Further, Mr. Scott he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of 

knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because the request has several undefined terms such as “BVAP” and 

“cracked.” Further, a response to this request requires legal and expert knowledge. 

REQUEST NO. 24:   

Admit that a voting district that has had its BVAP increased through the  

redistricting process has not necessarily been “packed.” 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 
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admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because the request has several undefined terms such as “BVAP” and “packed.” 

Further, Mr. Scott is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because the request has several undefined terms such as “BVAP” and 

“packed.” Further, a response to this request requires legal and expert knowledge. 

REQUEST NO. 25:   

Admit that SC NAACP packed Black voters into House District 7 in the map that  

SC NAACP submitted to the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee on October 8, 2021. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the map that SC NAACP submitted to the 

Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee on October 8, 201, and he is not an attorney or expert or 

otherwise in possession of knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 DENY.  

REQUEST NO. 26:   

Admit that a voting district with a supermajority BVAP has not necessarily been  

“packed” by virtue of its supermajority BVAP. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted).   Plaintiffs also object to the Request on the ground that the term 

“supermajority” is vague and ambiguous. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because there are several undefined terms such as a “supermajority BVAP” and 

“packed.” Further, Mr. Scott is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 
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concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because the request has several undefined terms such as “supermajority 

BVAP” and “packed.” Further, a response to this request requires legal and expert knowledge. 

REQUEST NO. 27:   

Admit that evidence that Black voters constitute even a supermajority in one district  

while amounting to less than a plurality in a neighboring district will not, by itself, suffice to 

prove that South Carolina considerations of race predominated the drawing of the district lines 

when the evidence also shows a high correlation between race and party preference. 

OBJECTION: 

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that the hypothetical “evidence that Black voters 

constitute even a supermajority in one district while amounting to less than a plurality in a 

neighboring district” is vague and ambiguous.  Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground 

that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. 

Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to 

litigation may request from their adversaries admissions regarding purely factual matters or the 

application of law to facts, but not matters of law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because there are several undefined terms such as “supermajority” and 
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“plurality” and “high correlation” and “race predominated” and “considerations of race.” 

Further, Mr. Scott is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because there are several undefined terms such as “supermajority” and 

“plurality” and “high correlation” and “race predominated” and “considerations of race.” 

Further, this request  requires legal and  expert  knowledge o respond. 

REQUEST NO. 28:   

Admit that White voters have the right to not have their votes intentionally diluted. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

ADMIT. To the extent the request suggests that, in order to comply with the Constitution 

and other laws, that any people or groups must have their votes intentionally diluted, Mr. Scott 

DENIES.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 
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ADMIT. To the extent the request suggests that, in order to comply with the U.S. 

Constitution and other laws, that any people or groups must have their votes intentionally 

diluted, the SC NAACP DENIES.  

REQUEST NO. 29:   

Admit that Hispanic voters have the right to not have their votes intentionally diluted. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

ADMIT. To the extent the request suggests that, in order to comply with the U.S. 

Constitution and other laws, that any people or groups must have their votes intentionally 

diluted, Mr. Scott DENIES.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

ADMIT. To the extent the request suggests that, in order to comply with the U.S. 

Constitution and other laws, that any people or groups must have their votes intentionally 

diluted, Mr. Scott DENIES.  

REQUEST NO. 30:   
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Admit that the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and the Judiciary Committee provided at 

least 24-hours’ notice before conducting each and every redistricting-related hearing and meeting 

in 2021. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the schedule of redistricting process. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 SC NAACP ADMITS that the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee and the Judiciary 

Committee provided at least 24-hours’ notice (barely) before conducting each and every 

redistricting-related hearing and meeting in 2021 but DENIES that this was meaningful or 

sufficient time to comprise testimony and evaluate maps in that timeframe. 

REQUEST NO. 31:   

Admit that the allegations of the Amended Complaint do not specifically identify  

any individual Plaintiff (i.e., a person) who has been personally subjected to a racial 

classification in each of the Challenged Districts.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request to the extent that the term “racial classification” is vague, 

ambiguous, and requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. 
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v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the 

parties to litigation may request from their adversaries admissions regarding purely factual 

matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because there are several undefined terms such as a “racial classification.” 

Further, Mr. Scott is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

SC NAACP ADMITS that the Amended Complaint in this action does not identify the 

specific names of individuals who have been “personally subjected to a racial classification in 

each of the Challenged Districts” but DENIES that federal pleading standards require the 

Amended Complaint to identify such individuals. 

REQUEST NO. 32:   

Admit that the House Defendants considerations of race are not prohibited in  

redistricting decisions. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

ADMIT that House Defendants can be race conscious in redistricting decisions.  The SC 

NAACP DENIES that the House Defendants considered race during the redistricting cycle in a 

way that was constitutional or lawful.  

REQUEST NO. 33:   

Admit that the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee accepted input from the public 

through electronic and hard copy means. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the input that the Redistricting Ad Hoc 

Committee accepted. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 SC NAACP DENIES that accepting input from the public through electronic and hard 

copies means allowed the redistricting process to be sufficient.   

REQUEST NO. 34:   

Admit that the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee posted to the South Carolina House  
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of Representatives Redistricting 2021 website at least one map that evidenced a change 

coinciding with feedback received from the public. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because this request does not identify a change with respect to what and also 

because he is not familiar with the public input that the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee 

considered. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because this request does not identify a change with respect to what and is 

otherwise vague and ambiguous. The SC NAACP ADMITS that there were various House maps 

proposed and each maps had different features but DENIES that the different features necessarily 

reflect incorporation of public feedback. 

REQUEST NO. 35:   

Admit that SC NAACP participated in the redistricting process in South Carolina  

by providing testimony to the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Mr. Scott lacks knowledge and familiarity to respond to whether the SC NAACP 

provided testimony to the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

SC NAACP ADMITS that its President provided testimony to the Redistricting Ad Hoc 

Committee but DENIES that SC NAACP was permitted to participate meaningfully in the 

redistricting process., and further DENIES that this participation means that any input from the 

SC NAACP or any other member of the public was actually incorporated into any enacted maps. 

REQUEST NO. 36:   

Admit that the public participated in the redistricting process in South Carolina by  

providing testimony to the Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee throughout the process. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 Mr. Scott ADMITS that members of the public provided testimony to the Redistricting 

Ad Hoc Committee but DENIES that the public was permitted to participate meaningfully in the 

redistricting process, and further DENIES that this participation means that any input from any 

member of the public was actually incorporated into any enacted maps. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

SC NAACP ADMITS that members of the public provided testimony to the Redistricting 

Ad Hoc Committee, including the SC NAACP, but DENIES that the public was permitted to 

participate meaningfully in the redistricting process, and further DENIES that this participation 
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means that any input from any Chief member of the public was actually incorporated into any 

enacted maps. 

REQUEST NO. 37:   

Admit that an Equal Protection Clause analysis remains the same irrespective of  

the race burdened or benefitted by a particular statute, law, or decision. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny the request. 

REQUEST NO. 38:   

Admit that the maps submitted by SC NAACP prioritized race over traditional race-

neutral considerations – such as compactness, contiguity, and respect for political subdivisions or  

communities. 
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OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the undefined terms in this request such as 

“prioritized race” or “traditional race-neutral considerations” or “compactness, contiguity, and 

respect for political subdivisions or communities.”  Further, Mr. Scott is not familiar with the 

maps submitted by SC NAACP, and he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of 

knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because the request includes undefined terms such as “prioritized race” and 

“traditional race-neutral considerations” and “compactness, contiguity, and respect for political 

subdivisions or communities.”  Further, the SC NAACP lacks the legal and expert knowledge to 

respond to this request. 

REQUEST NO. 39:   

Admit that failure to maximize the number of majority-minority districts does not  

give rise to a violation of § 2 of the Voting Rights Act. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 
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legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because this request does not define what a “majority-minority” district is or 

what it means to “maximize the number of majority-minority districts” and he is not an attorney 

or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because this request does not define what a “majority-minority” district is or 

what it means to “maximize the number of majority-minority districts” and it requires legal and 

expert knowledge to respond. 

REQUEST NO. 40:   

Admit the redistricting plan enacted by H. 4493 increases the number of majority-

minority House Districts as compared to if the prior enacted map had been used with the most 

recent Decennial Census P.L. 94-171 Redistricting Data.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 
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deny the request because this request does not define what “majority-minority” is/means, he is 

not familiar with the prior enacted map or the recent Decennial Census P.L. 94-171 Redistricting 

Data, , he is not a lawyer or an expert familiar with the intricacies of redistricting and developing 

maps 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because this request does not define what “majority-minority” is/means, a 

response to this request requires legal and expert knowledge and familiarity with the intricacies 

of redistricting and developing maps. The SC NAACP is aware that the recently enacted House 

maps has a few more districts in which Black voters comprise the majority of House districts 

than the House plan proposed by the SC NAACP during the redistricting process but the Enacted 

plan has fewer districts overall that will allow Black voters the change to elect their preferred 

candidates than the SC NAACP proposed map. 

REQUEST NO. 41:   

Admit the redistricting plan enacted by H. 4493 provides for thirty (30) House  

Districts with a BVAP of 38% or greater. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because this request does not indicate what racial category is used to compute 

the BVAP indicated by this request, he is not familiar with the BVAP of each House District in 
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the plan enacted by H. 4493, and he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of 

knowledge concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because House Defendants have not defined the term “BVAP” and so it is 

vague and ambiguous.  The SC NAACP is willing to meet and confer regarding House 

Defendants’ understanding of “BVAP.”  

REQUEST NO. 42:   

Admit the redistricting plan enacted by H. 4493 limits the overall range of deviation  

from the ideal population to less than five percent, or a relative deviation in excess of plus or 

minus two and one-half percent for each South Carolina House District. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the overall range of deviation or the relative 

deviation for each South Carolina House District. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request, lacking knowledge about the specific under and over population permitted 

for each South Carolina House District. Based on the SC NAACP’s advocacy during the 

legislative process, the SC NAACP is aware that there was discussion about the appropriate 
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population deviation that the House plan should have and concerns that a low population 

deviation might harm Black voters because of a potential undercount of Black people by the 

Census. 

REQUEST NO. 43:   

Admit the redistricting plan enacted by H. 4493 is comprised of House Districts  

with contiguous territory when accepting that contiguity by water does not render the territory  

noncontiguous. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because this request does not define “contiguous” or “noncontiguous” or what 

“contiguity by water” means He is not a lawyer or expert familiar with the intricacies of 

redistricting and developing maps.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because this request does not define “contiguous” or “noncontiguous” or 

what “contiguity by water” means. This request also requires legal knowledge and familiarity 

with the intricacies of redistricting and developing maps to truthfully admit or deny the request.  

REQUEST NO. 44:   

Admit that the U.S. Supreme Court has not created a 10% maximum population deviation 

standard, below which all redistricting decisions are deemed constitutional.  
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OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer or expert familiar with the intricacies of redistricting 

and developing maps.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires legal knowledge and familiarity with the intricacies of 

redistricting and developing maps to truthfully admit or deny the request.  

REQUEST NO. 45:   

Admit that voters are not limited to being part of only one community of interest.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 
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deny the request because this request does not define what a “community of interest” is. Further, 

he is not a lawyer or expert familiar with the intricacies of redistricting and developing maps.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because this request does not define what a “community of interest” is. 

Further, this request requires legal knowledge and familiarity with the intricacies of redistricting 

and developing maps to truthfully admit or deny the request.   

REQUEST NO. 46:   

Admit that separating a group of voters who share a community of interest is not 

necessarily indicative of intentional dilution of the group’s voting strength. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  See 

Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th Cir. 2005) (“Under 

Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries admissions regarding purely 

factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or deny the 

request because this request does not define what a “community of interest” is. Further, he is not 

a lawyer or expert familiar with the intricacies of redistricting and developing maps.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or deny 

the request because this request does not define what a “community of interest” is. Further, this 
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request requires legal knowledge and familiarity with the intricacies of redistricting and 

developing maps to truthfully admit or deny the request.  

REQUEST NO. 47:   

Admit that the voting population in South Carolina is one in which race and political 

affiliation are highly correlated.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object on the ground that the undefined term “highly correlated” is vague and 

ambiguous. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not an attorney or expert or otherwise in possession of knowledge 

concerning the Request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires legal and expert knowledge. From a lay perspective, the 

SC NAACP is aware that there is a history that explains why certain racial groups align with 

certain political parties, Black voters typically vote for candidates from the Democratic party, 

there is a perception that Black voters typically support Democratic candidates, there are 

elections in which white voters fail to vote for Black candidates in any meaningful numbers 

regardless of their political affiliation. 

REQUEST NO. 48:   
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Admit that incumbency protection can be a legitimate factor in districting.  

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer or expert familiar with the intricacies of redistricting 

and developing maps. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires legal knowledge and familiarity with the intricacies of 

redistricting and developing maps to truthfully admit or deny the request. The SC NAACP is 

aware that incumbent legislators may develop maps to protect their ability to be re-elected. 

REQUEST NO. 49:   

Admit that the intent of a single legislator is not properly imputed to the entire  

South Carolina Legislature. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 
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Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires familiarity legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny the 

request. 

REQUEST NO. 50:   

Admit that the U.S. Census Bureau’s release of Decennial Census P.L. 94-171 

Redistricting Data was delayed by several months due, in part, to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the specific extent of delays in the release 

Decennial Census P.L. 94-171 Redistricting Data or the causes of such delays. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

The SC NAACP ADMITS that the Census Bureau released data later than in previous 

decades due in part to delays associated with the pandemic, but also attempts by the previous 

administration to not count all people in the decennial census, as well as underfund the decennial 

Census count, and the House Defendants delay in its consideration of the map. The SC NAACP 

DENIES that the delay in the Census Bureau’s data release justifies the redistricting process or 

the resulting maps.  

REQUEST NO. 51:   

Admit that the U.S. Census Bureau released the Decennial Census P.L. 94-171  

Redistricting Data in its final format on September 16, 2021. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 ADMIT.  

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

Admit. The SC NAACP admits that the Census Bureau did release two forms of data that 

included information about the racial makeup of South Carolina’s population later than expected 

for various reasons such as the pandemic, but also attempts by the previous administration to not 
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count all people in the decennial census, as well as underfund the decennial Census count.  

REQUEST NO. 52:   

Admit that the federal district court in the District of South Carolina rejected racial  

discrimination claims asserted as to South Carolina’s state legislative and congressional 

redistricting plans put in place by enactment of the legislation comprising Act No. 72 of 2011 

and Act No. 75 of 2011. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer. The decision in any such cases is the best indicator 

of the court’s view of the legality of those plans. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires  familiarity legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny 

the request. The decision in any such cases is the best indicator of the court’s view of the legality 

of those plans. 
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REQUEST NO. 53:   

Admit that in 2012 the federal district court in the District of South Carolina 

concluded, and the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed, that South Carolina’s state legislative and  

congressional redistricting plans were constitutional. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above.  

Plaintiffs object to this Request on the ground that it requests that Plaintiffs admit the truth of a 

legal conclusion.  See Adventis, Inc. v. Consol. Prop. Holdings, Inc., 124 F. App’x 169, 172 (4th 

Cir. 2005) (“Under Rule 36, the parties to litigation may request from their adversaries 

admissions regarding purely factual matters or the application of law to facts, but not matters of 

law.”) (citations omitted). 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not a lawyer. The decision in any such cases is the best indicator 

of the court’s view of the legality of those plans. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires  familiarity legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny 

the request. The decision in any such cases is the best indicator of the court’s view of the legality 

of those plans. 

REQUEST NO. 54:   

Admit that there is no express language showing discriminatory intent within the  
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text of H. 4493. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the full text of H. 4493.  Mr. Scott further lacks 

the legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny the request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires familiarity with the full text of Act No. 117 of 2021. The 

SC NAACP further lacks the legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny the request. 

REQUEST NO. 55: 

Admit that there is no express language showing discriminatory intent within the  

text of Act No. 117 of 2021. 

OBJECTION: 

 Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the Continuing Objections, including the Continuing 

Objections to Definitions and the Continuing Objections to Instructions, set forth above. 
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SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF TAIWAN SCOTT: 

 After reasonable inquiry, Mr. Scott lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit or 

deny the request because he is not familiar with the full text of Act No. 117 of 2021.  Mr. Scott 

further lacks the legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny the request. 

SPECIFIC RESPONSE OF SC NAACP: 

 After reasonable inquiry, the SC NAACP lacks sufficient information to truthfully admit 

or deny the request because it requires  familiarity with the full text of Act No. 117 of 2021. The 

SC NAACP further lacks the legal knowledge to truthfully admit or deny the request. 
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